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Butler High's Tigers and Marion High's Terrors, neither with
a very impressive record this
year but each eager to end the
season with victory over its chief
rival, will meet on the Marion
field Thursday afternoon at 2:15
o'clock in the annual Thankswhich
giving gridiron classic
holds more thrills for Princeton
followers of the pigskin than
any other game.
And the fact that neither
squad has had a brilliant season takes nothing from the prospect of a good, hard fought contest . . . as all fans know who
have followed this ancient series.
Coach Cliff Cox said Tuessupof
explosion
by
Va.,
blasted
Shattered units of the navy mine depot at Yorktown,
day all his boys are "ready to
explosion
The
others.
plies show force of detonations which killed six persons and injured 20
go", meaning the squad is in
was heard 60 miles away. Note storage of mines in building at left. (AP Wirephoto from USN) good physical condition. And of
course it is needless to say
that a win today over Marion
will wipe out the bitterness of
a season which has seen the
small, high-spirited, light squad
lose every game to teams better
equipped with manpower.
Coach Cox thinks his charges
have played a stiffer schedule
By Herman R. Allen
better training, the finest weap- worth this month, and of naval than the Terrors, believes they
ons and incomparable medlcal and army ships more than $300 learned much in the Paducah
(Associated Press)
Washington—Thanksgiving, you treatment have kept the casualty worth. Miscellaneous munitions game and has hopes of an upset,
production is more than double. altho the Terrors will outweigh
say? Scant joy this year in the figures down.
The American farmer sweated the locals about 12 pounds to
And it can be thankful that
hearts of half a hundred thousa the man.
and women, Gold Star mothers the American mechanical giant mightily this year against
The annual football banquet
and wives and sweethearts of and his partner, the American horde of difficulties and made it
their hero sons, but rows of farmer, are laboring night and possible for our men in uniform for members of both squads, instolid filing cases tell a story day to produce more weapons to be the best-fed in the world— stituted by Arnold Winkehofer
that America does have some- (for almost everything is a and there was enough left over years ago, will be held immedthing to be thankful for this weapon these days), the sooner so no one at home need go iately following the game in
the Marion High School, Coach
to end the war and close out hungry either.
year.
The farmer drove 13 billion Cox said. Coaches and a few
The figures show, for example, the casualty list altogether.
1/2
4
For, every $100 worth of air- pounds of hogs to market,
supporters of both teams will
that in nearly two years of war
American forces have lost only a planes turned over to American billion pounds more than he av- be guests.
Tickets for today's game may
few hundred over 25,000 men flyers in January, 1942, we pro- eraged from 1937 to 1041; nine
killed — about half as many duced nearly $500 worth this billion pounds of beef cattle, Iwo be obtained at Hallowell's Drug
as died from battle in the 19 month; for every $100 worth of billion pounds more than the Store at prices lower than will
months we were in World War I. guns, shells and bombs, nearly five year average. He marketed be charged for admission at
118 billion pounds of milk, 11 Marion, Mr. Cox said.
About 35,000 have been wounded, $450 worth.
The Butler line-up: Martin, 1.
For every $100 worth of mer- billion pounds over the average.
against six times that number in
be e.; Glass, I. t.; Stallins, 1. g.;
At sea, Americans can
chant shipping produced in Janthe last war.
Page)
(Please turn to Back
Rich, c; Hollowell, r. g.; Nall,
America can be thankful that uary, 1942, we produced $450
r. t.; Moss, r. e.; Pickens, q;
Coleman, r. h.; Watson, 1. h.;
Pep Rally and Band
Chandler, f.
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Siren Blast
Signal For
ilian Defense
n blast from the city's
henceforth signal fire
re and also serve in
Civilian Defense perewey Brinkley said
Due to windows being
H weather, Mr. Brinkthe long blast used
sometimes not heard.
air raid warning is to
both the siren and
ouse bell will be used,
1..y said.

Casualties Low,Production High In Midst Of War

Police To Watch
Parked Autos

More Protection For
Women Workers On
Streets At Night
As a precaution against stealautomobiles, police
ing from
Monday
at
requested
were
night's Council meeting to make
frequent insoections of premises
where automobiles are parked
in large numbers adjacent to
churches and public buildings
while owners are attending services.
It was also suggested that
close patrol be given the streets
about midnight, when women
and girl factory workers are
going to and returning from
work, to give them added protection.
Repairing the cemetery tool
house was reported completed.
The house has been covered with
asbestos shingles, composition
brick walls, wood work painted
and concrete floor built. The
repairing was done by the
regular street force under the
direction of Councilman J. H.

Morgan.
ages Brewer Hotel
The session was attended by
ued by ignited soot Councilmen Blackburn, Jones,
ue, slightly damaged Lacey, Morgan and Quinn with
r of a room Monday Mayor Cash presiding.
at the Brewer Hotel,
Judge A. F. Hanberry. Kuttawa, Marion
Id today.
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(By Associated Press)
Washington, Nov. 23—The War
Department made public today
names of Kentuckians wounded
an.
in action in the Mediterrane
include:
They
Pfc. James Markham, brother
of Mrs. Elsie Cardine, Kuttawa.
Staff Sgt. Elba R. Walker, son
Marof Mrs. Mollie H. Walker,

ion.
Attend Conference

agent,
J. F. Graham. county
home
and Miss Nancy Scrugham,
demonstration agent, returned
WedM6iday from Lexington where
exthey attended a three-day
at
tension agent's conference Exthe College of Agriculture,
perinient Station.

Parade Wednesday
For Football Game

A pep rally for the Princeton-Marion football game
Thanksgiving at Marion was
held Wednesday afternoon at
Butler High School audiorium under direction of
Miss Mary Wilson, cheer
leaders' sponsor. Following
the rally, the band and student body paraded through
down town sections. It is
indicated the usual large
delegation will accompany
the football team to Marion
Thursday.

Tax Man Coming
To Aid Farmers
Will Help In Preparing Dec. 15 Declaration Returns
Collector of Internal Revenue
S. R. Glenn announces a deputy
from his office will visit Princeton December 1 to 4, and December 13 to 15, to assist farmers in preparing their December
15 declaration returns.
Mr. Glenn says the new Revenue Act is in many particulars
different from laws previously
in effect. Special attention is
called to farmers who will be
required to file their declaration
returns by December 15, if 80
percent or more of their gross
ncome is from farmin
activities and their income is
sufficient from this source to
require the filing of an income
tax return.
many
says
collector
The
changes made cannot be explained in a short notice, but
that his deputy is familiar with
the law and is being sent here
to be of real service to the taxpaying public. fhe service is
absolutely free.
Mrs. Guy Satterfield and Mrs.
Sidney Satterfield returned SatShawnee, Okla.,
urday from
where they were called, because
of the illness and death of their
sister, Mrs. Urey G. George.

AAA Committeemen
Will Be Elected
Landowners, Tenants,
Croppers, Eligible To
Vote If Participating

Eleven district meetings will
be held December 3 in Caldwell county to elect community
committeemen, alternates and
delegates to a county convention
where the county committee for
1944 will be named, Mrs. Lillian
Pruett, secretary, County AAA
Committee, said Tuesday.
Any farmer is eligible to vote
if he is either the owner, sharetenant or share-cropper and if
he is participating or cooperating in the agricultural conservation programs under the allotment, soil conserving, conservation materials and services, potato or truck crop provision or
federal crop insurance program.
Following is a schedule of
voting places for all districts in
the county: Dist. No. 1, Balcony
of Court Room, Princeton; Dist.
No. 2, Circuit Court Room, Court
House, Princeton; Dist. No. 3,
City Hall, Princeton; Dist. No. 4,
Cobb School House; Dist. No. 5,
Friendship School House; Dist.
No. 6, White School House; Dist.
No. 7, Jury Room, Court House,
Princeton; Dist. 8, Old Quinn;
Dist. No. 9, Farmersville School;
Dist. No. 10, Fredonia School,
.Fredonia; Dist. No. 11, Crider
School, Crider.

Hyla Mohon
Celebrating the 35th anniversary of his service with the
Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Co., employes of the
local office tendered their manager a dinner at Rothrock's Cafe
Tuesday night attended by officials from several western Kentucky cities, a number of plant
managers and employes from
Cadiz, Fredonia, Eddyville, Kuttawa and Marion.
Mr. Mohon was presented with
a gold pin, in recognition of his
service, by B. F. Gibson, Kentucky plant manager. The pin
was embossed with seven stars,
each star representng 5 years
of service.
Mr. Mohon began his career as
manager at Pleasant Ridge, then
was transferred to Utica in the
same capacity. He later served
as manager in various Kentucky
communities including Livermore, Fulton, Madisonville and
Morganfield, before becoming
Princeton manager, in 1929.
He is a member of the First
Baptist Church, Kiwanis Club
and Masonic Order.
Among officials attending the
1944 Auction Sales
dinner were C. A. Sawyer, PaSet For Hopkinsville
ducah, district manager; H. M.
manWilson, Owensboro, district
Market
age; Stuart Zimmerman, plant
Hopkinsville Burley marThe
manager at Paducah, and Walter
Fowler, manager at Marion, and ket is scheduled to open auction
Powell Brown, district fieldman, sales December 7, the day following the first Kentucky sales
Paducah.
Morgan Boyd,
at Lexington,
president of the Burley Board of
Caldwell Farmers Will
Trade, said.
A larger market than last
Not Be Asked To Grow
year's is anticipated, Mr. Young
PTA Play Repeated
Hemp In 1944, Advice
said.
Farmers will not be asked to
Ceiling prices have not yet
For Large Audience
or fiber in been announced.
A repeat performance of the grow hemp for seed
to a letter reUsual procedure is for all othP. T. A. play, "The Old Maids' 1944, according
E. George, er Kentucky markets to start
Club," was staged Tuesday night ceived by Curtis
County AAA, auctions the day following the
at Butler High School audi- chairman, Caldwell
D. Royse, chairman opening at Lexington, biggest
M.
from
with
those
accomodate
to
torium
State AAA. It has Burley sales center in the world.
tickets who were unable to get Kentucky
that the situadetermined
been
The annual meeting of the
in for the initial showing last
time has been great- Burley Tobacco Board of Trade
Thursday night. Proceeds are to tion at this
since the request is expected to be held the night
be used to purchase seats for ly improved
in 1942 and of the first day's sale. Charles
Eastside auditorium, Mrs. J. D. for seed production
fiber goal in 1943. Young, secretary-treasurer of the
Alexander, P. T. A. president the seed and
The hemp fiber that will be Burley group, said. Matters resaid.
produced will be grown in the lating to the industry and the
North Central States.
election of officers are included
TB. X-Ray Reports
Caldwell farmers have co- on the program.
hemp
operated splendidly in the
The Burley crop in this disAt Health Dept.
program to meet an emergency trict is described as fair to good,
Dr. J. B. Beardsley, director,
situation, Mr. George said.
with a crop expected to equal
sai4 today teachers and individulast season's auctions.
als who had X-ray examinations
for tuberculosis October 29, may New Scout Troop To
Lieut. Cot. Joe Lovett
inquire at the County Health Apply For Charter
India Base Hospital
In
Department and learn results of
Troop,
Scout
Boy
The new
their tests, given by a represenT. Lovett, of Murray, well
Joe
Methodist
sponsored by the
tative of the State Board of
only reChurch, with Trice Yates as known here, who was
Health.
lieutenant
Scoutmaster, now has 10 Scouts cently promoted to be
base
who have passed their Tender- colonel, has been sent to a
Red Cross Sweaters
foot tests and is ready to apply hospital in India to recuperate
weight
for its charter, Mr. Yates said from excessive loss of
Wanted For Shipment
has
this week. The charter will be and low blood pressure. He
Sweaters, knitted out of Red presented in a formal ceremony been serving with the Army
for
Cross yarn, are needed
Air Forces in China.
at the church soon. •
shipment and knitters are asked
R.
to turn theirs in to Mrs.
W. Lisanby, chairman, who is
at the Kentucky Utilities office
each Tuesday afternoon.

Rotary Club Hears
Thanksgiving Message

At a Thanksgiving dinner
Tuesday night, members of the
Rotary Club were addressed by
Rev. C. P. Brooks, who delivered
g message. Several
John Ed Young, chairman, said a Thanksgivin
of Butler High School
Monday the annual Red Cross members
gave musical selections.
meeting will be held Friday, Band
Dec. 3, at the George Coon
Library, beginning at 7:30 o'- Attend USO Institute
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff and Mrs.
clock, for the purpose of electing officers. Any individual who Hugh Cherry, Jr., have returned
has contributed one dollar or from Louisville where they attended a State-wide USO trainmore is entitled to vote.
ing institute, with Mrs. Dwight
.1 James Farmer left Sunday W. Morrow, national chairman,
night for Dyersburg, Tenn., presiding. There were 175 volunwhere he has accepted a Civil teer workers present.
Service position. He was formMrs. "Buddy" Childress, Marerly employed at Bowman Field,
Louisville, and visited his par- ion, spent last week-end with'
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Euen Farmer her mother-in-law, Mrs. Lillie
Belle Childress.
here last week.

•
Elect Red Cross
Officers Dec. 3

With stores, banks, postoffice
and filling stations closed Princeton will observe the annual
Thanksgiving holiday with union church services in the morning and by attending the Princeton-Marion football game, at
Marion in the afternoon. Many
annual family reunions and
feasts will not be held because
of war.
The Rev. John Fox will deliver the message at services to
be held for the public at the
Methodist Church at 10 o'clock,
in which congregations of the
Central Presbyterian, Cumberland Presbyterian, First Christian and Methodist Churches are
joining. Choirs of the four
churches will provide music.
A large number of football
fans, supporting a team that has
not won a game this season but
which has fought gamely against
heavy odds, will go to Marion
for the annual Turkey Day
classic that has meant so much
in sportsman-like rivalry through
the years.
Hunters and otheit who expect
to leave town for the day are
necessary
obtain
to
urged
gasoline in advance as garages
and filling stations will be
closed, The Leader was advised.

Burley Season To
Open December 1

OPA Unfairly Blamed For
Many Abuses, Official Says
Admitting that OPA necessarily places many restrictions on
consumers and business men, a
spokesman for the Louisville
District OPA office declares that
no complaint is being made of
fair criticism, but that no agency
should be made to take the
blame for "all that is evil and
dissatisfying" in our present life.
The public is allowing itself
to be fooled in some instances
by individuals and firms who use
"It's the OPA" as a general excuse for all inconveniences to
customers, the official said.
Some specific instances of
unjustified blame are:
A repairman, called in by a
housewife to make a minor repair on a vacuum cleaner, told
the housewife he would take it
into the shop, and answered her
objection with the statement

that "OPA regulations required
him to take all repair work to
the shop."
A laundry, having trouble getting a customer to accept the
amount offered in settlement for
lost or damaged goods, stated
that "this is the most OPA will
allow us to pay you."
A shoe dealer, when a customer returned defective merchandise and asked for adjustment,
told the customer OPA wouldn't
let him replace it.
An employe, seeking a wage
increase, was told by his employer that "OPA wouldn't allow it."
These statements are too farfetched to require an answer,
the OPA spokesman said, yet
they bewilder and mislead the

public.
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Thanksgiving, 1943
While there's little joy this Thanksgiving,
still America has much to be thankful for
since, altho we've been at war almost two
years, only a few more than 25,000 of our
men and boys have lost their lives. Which
is about half as many as we lost in 19
months of fighting in the first World War.
About 39,000 have been wounded, as against
six times that number in the other war.
And again, altho master minds are unable
to agree about subsidies, food prices have
been held down much better this time than
in 1918-19, and cost of the war to those
least able to pay has been nothing like so
heavy.
Thanksgiving tables will have plenty today, altho housewives must worry about
ration points and substitute some items for
those they'd prefer on their menus.
The American Thanksgiving prayer will
be the same:
God Bless America.
This year we may be thankful that the
acid blight of neglect of duty has been
burned away and that we are awake at last
to our danger from the hordes of Nippon,
only real menace to survival of ourselves
and the people of other white nations.
We can give thanks too that trials and
tribulations of the spirit, always brought by
war's deprivations, have given us all a
deeper sympathy for others and ability to
carry on with our own heavier loads because we realize some are so much more
heavily burdened.
And finally, we can be thankful because,
as we look into the future this Thanksgiving
Day, there is reasonable hope there ere
another renewal of this holiday we shall
have come immeasurably closer to peace.

No Ripper Session
Many persons and some large organizations have been perturbed within the last
two weeks about possibility of Gov. Keen
Johnson calling a special session of the
Legislature . . . to repeal the Reorganization Act and bring about the same sort of
deplorable and non-profitable (except to the
politicians) situation which existed at
Frankfort when a Democratic Legislature,
with proper authority and plenty of provocation, "ripped" Gov. Flern D. Sampson.
There is not and there never has been
the slightest chance that Keen Johnson
would do this.
He plays 'em on top of the table . .. and,
above almost everything else, was reared to
take his lickings like a man.
For the ousted Democrats to attempt now
to strip Governor-Elect S. S. Willis of the
large appointive powers the Reorganization
Act gives him would be cry-baby politics
with which no good sport should be in
sympathy.
So Keen Johnson definitely will not do
tHis.
Last weekend another "issue" arose at
Frankfort; and this one had some merit,
with arguments on both sides of the question as to whether a special session should
be called to repeal the State Income Tax.
The Governor decided against this also, as
poor sportsmanship.
Keen Johnson's mind is acute. He knows
"the mad Democrats" who now wish to
throw monkey-wrenches would only make
him the pawn in their costly and dirty game
if he yielded to their wishes.
Let there be no doubt here that Keen
Johnson will do anything, as he prepares to
leave the high offices he holds, to reflect
discredit upon himself, his loyal friends and
the Democratic party.

Nutrition Notes
Potatoes have a new role.
Now they're a Victory food. They pack
plenty of food value beneath their brown
skins and there are plenty of them. For
something different try them as potato
piglets. Here's how: Scrub them well, remove a core from the center and stuff with
sausage. Bake. Your family will say they're
the best potatoes they ever ate.
Apples areret as plentiful this year as
last, but Johnly Appleseed's favorite fruit
still delivers up plenty of flavor and goodness. Make the most of those you buy and
don't let one spoil. Keep them in a cool

By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington—This war has made a host
of heroes—military, diplomatic and industrial—but I doubt if there is another on
the war scene who has crowned his long
public service with such an achievement as
Secretary of State Cordell Hull.
Although it isn't generally known, the
Moscow conference was Hull's baby from
the outset. Hardly had the thunder of bombs
at Pearl Harbor died away than the idea
was born with Hull that the United States,
England, Russia and perhaps China, should
get together for an examination of aims and
objectives and finally to sign and deliver a
pact that would make those objectives
known to the warring world.
He nursed that idea through a dozen diplomatic mazes, through that black period
when the fall of all Western Russia seemed
just around a Stalingrad corner. He overcame the hurdles of indifference, animosity,
and fear of failure, which leaders of all the
nations involved felt at one time or another.
Yet, with all that, the bringing to fruition
of his fixed idea wasn't nearly so remarkable to me as the fact that the aging, often
ill Secretary attended the conference in
person and took a lead in the gruelling
sessions.
Secretary Hull was 72 years old last
October 2. His health has not been so good
for several years and his spare frame has
often needed periods of rest between the
more arduous State Department tasks. He
had vowed never to set foot in an airplane.
He had been warned by his physician not
to make any "long trips."
But faced with the conviction that he
alone could best represent his nation in a
conference which he had been mulling over
for a year and a half, Hull climbed into a
plane that flew him to Puerto Rico; took
ship for Casablanca and flew again across
Africa, up the Levant and into Moscow.
According to reports from Moscow, it was
the verbal bull's-eyes from "the last of our
log-cabin statesmen" that often knocked out
the conference obstacles. That is believable.
It's an accepted fact now that the Soviet
Union doesn't like diplomatic double-talk.
Hull doesn't know any.
To say that Secretary Hull has been
Washington's man of the hour since he
landed at the National Airport is to use a
trite phrase but a true one. If ever a
President went out from the White House
to greet one of his returning cabinet members as Roosevelt did when Hull came home,
none here ever heard of it.
When Congress discussed a resolution
asking Hull to appear for a report on the
conference, the chief objection to it was that
someone, perhaps Hull himself, might read
into it an implied summons which might be
construed as discourteous. If ever before
Congress has been so tender in its approach
to a member of the cabinet, it's not in the
records.
At 72, Cordell Hull has written himself a
page in the history books, which will be far
better reading than the footnote he otherwise would have gotten: President Roosevelt's Secretary of State, who plugged away
for those reciprocal trade treaties which
apparently had no appreciable effect in
stemming the tide of World War II.
Softening of the bones is a common malady in India and China.

guests u
Hubbarc

Associated Press
Features
Washington.—Your Capital
in war.
time:

Hope Ridings Miller, society
editor

place, around 50 degrees in temperature
and they'll last twice as long.
Double dividends in lemon juice are your
reward when you warm the lemon a few
minutes before using. A good way is to
cover it with warm water and let steep for
a few minutes before squeezing.
There's food magic in dried fruits. They
have both nutritional and taste appeal if
treated right. A clever cook can transform
them from something dry and wrinkled into
a tempting hot dish or a delicious dessert.
For a hearty salad, stuff some with cottage cheese and arrange on a bed of greens
—good looking and good eating.
Something new in the spinach line is
wilted spinach. Chop a small onion, brown
in melted bacon fat, add vinegar, and season
with salt or pepper. Good? You bet!

Cordell Hull: War
Hero In Mufti

hursday, t

P.ennyrile Postscripts
Mrs. Hallie Waters, who is visiting
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. K. R.
Cummins, was formerly Miss Hallie
Pool. Her sister married Chauncey
Pond. The family physician was Dr.
Brook. Mr. Waters, at the time he
was wed, was boarding with Mrs.
Rain, whose nearest neighbor was
Mrs. Shower. All of which is attested
by Kelsey.
Jolliest place on our Main street
Saturday night was Cliff Wood's new
drug store, where the customers were
numerous and everybody seemed to be
having a good time. Mrs. Wood agreed
with me the red doors were horrid.
Arch Walker says he still hasn't
decided whether to have me indicted
for a recent piece in the society
columns of The Leader.
Kat Kevil, nicely tanned lovely just
home from Florida, is very ultra-ultra
in our book.
The pulpit, the press and printers'
ink were mixed in the first named
here recently and the ink was
damned. To err is human. Maybe you
know the rest of the line. Anyhow,
we like the preacher, have tried to aid
him and advance his works since he
came here . . . and are still donating
the printing.
If errors occur ih the paper or if
job printing doesn't turn out exactly
right, please remember: There's a
war . . . and no printers to be had.
This is a craft not quickly learned. I
will back The Leader's present staff
against that of any country newspaper in Kentucky for ability, training, devotion to duty and volume
of work done ... and win all wagers!
When errors are made in the news
columns, they will be cheerfully and
speedily corrected; and when job
printing isn't as wanted, we will as
gladly make it right. Like everybody else in business here and everywhere, we labor under handicaps. We
even do the impossible . . . But we
do sometime err.

!ft

The Leader aided the Stork in a
major manner in its issue for November 11 when it announced in the birth
column that Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Cameron were welcoming daughter
No. 9. And then I got into trouble
with the Mrs. . . . who long has
yearned for just one baby gal!
One of the gal workers in State
Democratic Headquarters, just after
defeat had been conceded, sighed
heavily and said. Well, I am certainly glad this campaign is over. I am
sick and tired of having my knees
patted for Democracy.
And Scoop Sherwood, well known
Democratic newsman, said he wished
Keen would show up around headquarters as he wanted to tell him he
Is just "Citizen Johnson" now.

!ft

At Frankfort, a sorrowing Democrat
told this reporter he figured the
teacher shortage is solved . . . pro-.
viding all the former school marms
who will soon leave the State payroll will return to their first occupation.
/111
Hillery Barnett solved the manpower shortage so far as the big show
windows at Goldnamer's were concerned Monday night . . . by wash-

By G. M. P.

ing them himself . . . and seemed to
enjoy it!
I am going to see those ladies who
helped a certain gentleman farmer
shell his corn and learn if they will
lend a hand at feeding job presses now
and then.
And somebody done tol me that
while I was away last week a certain
prominent young leddy grabbed herself a soldier beau who is a regular
gyant!

Algiers Pinch Hits As
France's Paree
By Joseph Dynan
Associated Press Features
Algiers—This war-time capital of
France pulses with an energy and
spirit that were sadly missing when
Paris—the real capital—was muddling
through the phony war of late 1939.
France, through its war-time committee of government and its temporary provincial capital, is again in
the front lines fighting as a unit beside its Allies, and this city shows it.
Boulevards swarm with United Nations uniforms. Military trucks hurtle
through the streets.
This time it is not a phony war.
Warships and merchant ships of
United Nations fill the harbor. Cranes
load and unload supplies. Ack-ack
batteries stand guard while barrage
balloons float overhead. American,
British and French fighter craft are
ready at outlying airfields.
Within the city, young Frenchmen
are being called up to join the new
French armies equipped through
American lend-lease. Their families
and friends were prompt to celebrate
the first French victory, the liberation
of Corsica.
People of Algiers are paying more
in taxes, doing without many commodities and putting up with many
inconveniences in contributng to the
war effort. A prewar city of about
350,000, Algiers today has an estimated
population of more than 1,000,000.
Buildings are crowded, and housing
difficult to obtain. American, British
and French military offices and billets dot the city. Even schools have
been requisitioned in some cases. The
city's transportation system groans
under its unaccustomed load. Food
Is short. Clothing is rationed on a
point system. The large department
stores are virtually swept clean. Fuel
for heating was scarce last winter,
but distribution may be somewhat
better this year.
Entertainment is scarce and restricted. Algiers has a blackout. Street
cars and busses do not operate after
about 9:30 P.M. Liquor cannot be
served on three days of the week.
Several high priced Black Market
restaurants flourish, but reservations
must be made well in advance.
Theaters are few, small, and always
crowded.
Despite clothing restrictions, French
girls, always nimble with a needle,
still manage to look pert. Now, as in
1917, there's a good percentage of
American or British khaki escorting
them.
Out at one edge of Algiers in a
group of buildings the temporary
French government hammers out its
decisions. Hard-pressed officials work
behind temporary partitions in an
atmosphere something like the Washington of 1933. Confident of ultimate
victory with their Allies, they look
to
the future.

and commentator for the
Washington
Post, has got herself a
cause and
a honey.
Hope is carrying the torch
for those
women secretaries of the
Senaton
who are barred from
the Senate
floor. This is an ancient
custom, not
a rule. The rule says
nothing about
sex. It merely states that
clerks to
committees and clerks to
Senators, in
discharge
hargeof their
howe ve
duties,
r_ a may wfulakt.
the Senate floor.
custom,
Custom
ing back to the days when
women's
suffrage was considered an
insuffeiable subject—women are barred
the Senate floor. Although the from
custom
has been broken down to allow
the
petticoat Senators to take their
seats,
it has never been relaxed for
female
secretaries.
The male secretaries patter
in and
out without a challenge. The
ladies
cool their heels at the cloakroom en.
trances, while Senate staff messengers
try to find their bosses and
persuade
them to leave the floor.
The ladies, Hope says, are pretty in.
dignant about the whole thing and
are planning a march on the Senate
floor if something isn't done abstit
it soon. They figure that if it
comes to a showdown, Charles
Watkins, parliamentarian, and sr
President Wallace, or whoever
happens to be presiding, will have
rule with them. As a matter of
Watkins already has tipped them
in private that that would be
only possible ruling.
A check of the Senate discloses
or exactly one-fourth of the Sena
—have No. 1 secretaries on the
side.
One of the better "red tape" sto •
going the rounds these days is
Chester Bowles, OPA chief, who re
has cut a lot more than he has
wound since he came to Washington.
Fred Vinson's economic stabilizati
office called to ask Bowles just wh
he was going to issue a price ft
order on a certain product.
"It'll be up currently," said the br
Mr. Bowles.
"You mean," asked his question
"currently like a rabbit or curren
like a geologist?"
A lot of southwestern congress
delegations are sore as a boil on
subject of Fred M. Vinson, Econ
Stabilizer.
Tough, two-fisted, Hold-the-line
Vinson first placed the ceiling :3
on cattle-on-the-hoof below what
cattlemen constituents were asking
only a few days later denied the
producers a recommended 35-cen
barrel increase in the price of crate
Some day soon, an analysis of !`
Vinson's rulings will be forthcon.
One thing can be raid right now:
is one man who is NOT running
vice president—or any other
office.
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—Odd But Science

A Bathtub You
Never Get In
By Howard W. Blakeslee
Associated Press Features
New Orleans — A bathtub sha
like a man, with arms extended a
legs spread into a V. has been
signed by Dr. Neal Owens, prof
Um%
of plastic surgery at Tulane
sity.
It is designed especially for
with extensive burns.
The odd thing about this tub
that the patient never gets in
A series of posts is attached to
the
sides, arms, legs and head of
pests
,
between
and straps fixed
on them the patient is placed so
tk
he is a foot or more above the
and
He gets a sponge bath
water falls down into the tub
reduces danger of infection.
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ashington In
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ant Senate Floor

By John Selby
Associated Press Features

Associated Press
Features
Washington.—Your
Capital in Inv.
me:
Dairy Feeding
Toots are that need for
products will become more
!Ig the next few months.
1 ices and limited supplies
feeds, especially feeds
in protein, make it necesthat dairy farmers use the
availbale to get good reDairy farmers should give
2 consideration to feed ra-

Hope Ridings Miller,
society ke
nd commentator for the
Washing%
t, has got herself a
mac and ity
honey.
Hope is carrying the
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men secretaries of the se
ho are barred from
the
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rule. The rule says
nothing sbot
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e Senate floor.
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able subject—wornen are barred fret
the Senate floor. Although the
has been broken down to allow the
petticoat Senators to take their kit.
it has never been relaxed for temple
secretaries.
The male secretaries patter hi
out without a challenge. The
cool their heels at the cloakroom
trances, while Senate staff in
try to find their bosses and
them to leave the floor.
The ladies, Hope says, are pretty
dignant about the whole thing
are planning a march on the
floor if something isn't done
it soon. They figure that if it
comes to a showdown, Charles
Watkins, parliamentarian, and
President Wallace, or whom
happens to be presiding, will
rule with them. As a matter of
Watkins already has tipped them
in private that that would be
only possible ruling.
A check of the Senate disclose
or exactly one-fourth of the
—have No. 1 secretaries on the
side.
One of the better "red tape"
going the rounds these days
Chester Bowles, OPA chief, who
has cut a lot more than he has
wound since he came to W
Fred Vinson's economic sta
office called to ask Bowles just
he was going to issue a price
order on a certain product.
"It'll be up currently," said the
Mr. Bowles.
"You mean," asked his ein
"currently like a rabbit or
like a geologist?"
A lot of southwestern
delegations are sore as a boil a
subject of Fred M. Vinson,
Stabilizer.
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the
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first
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only a few days later
producers a recommended
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Some day soon, an
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• e good concentrate mixwhere legume hay is of
good. quality:
parts corn and cob meal,2
wheat bran, 1 part soyor.cotton seed erneal; (B) 4
corn and cob meal, 2 parts
'tad wheat or barley, 1 part
or cotton seed meal;
3 parts corn and cob meal, 2
. ,acked wheat or barley, 1
, bean or cotton seed meal;
parts corn and cob meal,
cracked wheat or barpart soybean or cotton

el gLood concentrate mixnea
when the hay is none: (E) 3 parts corn and
meal, 2 parts of cracked
t or barley, 2 parts of soy
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
or cotton seed meal; (F) 2
corn and cob meal, 3 parts who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county albut in the yellowed files
acked wheat or barley, 2 most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere will be published as a
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years
of soybean or cotton seed regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
• • •
Value of Pasture
study of the summary of all
Princeton, Feb. 21, 1911—Last Crider. Mr. McCaslin went down
Herd Improvement AssociMarc Goldnamer conclud- Saturday.
records of Kentucky furth- Friday
• • •
deal with J. H. Settle
a
ed
pasof
value
the
phasize
, Princeton, March 11, 1911—
in the cost of producing whereby he becomes manager
Mrs. W. E. Hook after a five
)(Wets.
of the Henrietta Theatre for five
weeks' visit to her daughter,
Cost for the months of
years.
February and March,
Mrs. Roy Katterjohn, left yestas 45 cents a pound of
Princeton, Feb. 21, 1911—Mrs. erday for Paducah where she
• t. Feed cost for May,
Frank Mor- will spend a week before returnJuly of the same year W. H. Jones, Mrs. J.
return- ing to her home in Chicago.
Annabelle
Miss
and
gan
cents a pound. Good
• • •
to
visit
a
from
Saturday
ed
is equally essential for
Princeton, March 11, 1911—
and
Madisonville
Evansville,
'al production of other
Miss Pearl Davis returned Satother points.
livestock.
• • •
urday from a two weeks' stay
• rmer who provides for
Princeton, Feb. 24, 1911—Mrs. in Cincinnati where she has been
,A(•e of first class pastTaylor and Miss Marie ar- studying the Spring styles in
Gus
the
in
months
many
in this city this afternoon millinery. Miss Davis wil trim
rived
realize
possible will
visiting her sister, Mrs. at Marion.
are
and
profits than those who
• • •
follow this practice and C. S. Morehead.
• • •
Princeton, March 17, 1911—
in position to use less
Princeton, Feb. 24, 1911—Clif- Sam Koltinsky started on the
ates, which will not be
ton Hollowell, the popular pre- road this week as traveling
scriptionist at Baker's drug store, representative for the A. Kol• • •
is in Texas where he will spend tinsky Wholesale Grocery comPasture
Of
r Evidence
a month in the interests of the pany.
Needs
• • •
Calomel Chemical Co., of Prince1943, the Department of ton.
Princeton, April 11, 1911—
• • •
lture estimated 138 milLabe Kevil is erecting a comtons of concentrate feeds
Princeton, March 3, 1911—J. modious dairy barn and large
fed to livestock in the Elliott Baker, Jeff and
King silo on his place in east PrinceStates. The 1944 supply Johnson spent last night in ton.
• • •
'mated to be 114 million Louisville and enjoyed listening
which is about 17 percent to the divine Sarah in L A'iglon.
Princeton, May 9, 1911—Dr.
• • •
than that fed in 1943. If
Cynthia Cunningham left Sunt livestock numbers are
,Princeton, March 11, 1911— day night for Boston, Mass.,
ined, feed supplies must Mrs. Elbert McCaslin and child- where she will take a post grad
reased in 1944.
ren are spending the week with uate course on diseases of wothe family of B. G. Bright, near men and children. She will re
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Spec. Tech. Franklin Higgins
bursts into tears as he picks up
his 17-year-old airedale, Pal, at
his home in Albany, N. Y., where
the dog was dying of grief since
the youth's induction last July.
At the request of the Red Cross
Higgins was given a special furlough from his post at Camp
Chowder, Mo. (AP Wirephoto).
script went forward, usually, by
going llackward. There were
some incredible mixups, and yet
somehow the script got itself
done. Later, as seems usual, most
of it was thrown away. And
Emily liked it all—she went
back as "technical adviser" for
the shooting, in fact.

Before you buy, see our line of
Markers, Monuments and
Mausoleums.

Phone 799
Y. O'Bannon, Secretary
Paducah, Ky.
402-4 S. 3rd St.

ne's Brew
ty Tasty
don (4'1—British soldiers
on Japanese bombers with
rdinary vigor during a
n Ceylon.
feared not for themselves
or a British ship in the
r with a precious cargo—

(in efficieni
Weapon against
111nP.0

the ship received a dit. As the thousands of bobbeer went to the bottom,
irits of these thirsty Tomsank too.
Royal Navy divers rame to
cue and salvaged the carTon,mies had to wait a
time for their "Neptune's
' as they called it. But it
mighty good.

"Choose Sides"
Air

Line

r3y00

Gabardine masterfully tailored
smart trouserpleated skirt. In
n ter
Rustone,
White, Kelly
Green, Cadet
Blue, Winter
White, Midway
Red; Vernon
Green, Winter
White, Rustonc.,
Sizes 9 to 15.
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You Don't Say: Os

SECRETARY HULL REPORTS ON MOSCOW CONFERENCE—
Secretary of State Cordell (standing, lower left) reports to a
joint seision of Congress on the Moscow conference. It was the
first time in history that a cabinet officer spoke before Congress.

"WE FOLLOWED OUR HEARTS
TO HOLLYWOOD"
by Emily Kimbrough
You remember "Our Hearts
Were Young and Gay," which
was the quaint story of a trip
abroad, undertaken some years
back by Cornelia Otis Skinner
and her friend Emily Kimbrough.
You also may remember that
this book was a thumping success, that it was bought for Hollywood, and that its two authors
were engaged by Paramount to
work on the movie script. The
information was bruited about
the Hollywood columns at considerable length.
Well, when the work out there
was done Miss Skinner was hired
for a part in another picture
and Miss Kimbrough went home
to her children, her poodles, and.
all the rest of her menage. She
bad nothing to do but keep
house, so she wrote the facts of
Beside Hull are Sen. Tom Connally (D-Tex.) (left) and Seri, her Hollywood life down, and
Alben Barkley (D-Ky) (next to Connally). Sitting in the front these have added up to a book
row directly in front of Hull are Secretary of Navy Frank Knox called "We Followed Our Hearts
and Postmaster General Frank Walker. (AP Wirephoto).
to Hollywood." It's a grand job,
probably as funny as the trip
turn to Princeton to resume her Time For Tennis
abroad, and strangely interestpractice immediately upon the
ing for another reason. The reaconclusion of her studies which Overseas
With U. S. Fifth Army In Italy son is its somewhat glorified,
will take probably five or six
accurate, picture
a far cry from the vel- but I suspect
(JP)—It's
weeks.
of what really goes, out there.
• • •
vety greensward of the national
When the innocents arrived in
Princeton, March 21, 1911— tennis singles circuit to a dusty Hollywood they faced a battery
Hubert Young left Sunday for tent city in Italy, but Capt. of news cameras willingly, only
Memphis where he assumes a William T. Tilden, III, is en- to find that the cameras were
awaiting Joe Louis, not Skinner
position in the road department joying it.
and Kimbrough. Their apartof the I. C. He had been chief
In North Africa, Capt. Tilden, ments at the hotel were magnificlerk to Supervisor McNamara of Wayne, Pa., nephew of Big cent, suitable for wearing sables
for five years.
Bill Tilden and commanding of- in—but the hotel didn't serve
• • •
lunch, for which the guests went
ficer of a quartermaster service
Princeton, April 14, 1911— company, met Jean Bonte, the across the street to a drug store.
The official census of Prince- French tennis player. They got At Paramount a most engaging
carelessness obtained — there
ton, as given out by the De- up a game, the captain losing.
seemed to be no hurry about
partment Tuesday, shows a popuLater, the two met Andre
their job, their secretary kept
lation of 3,015.
Destremau, first ranking tennis
herself hidden for days, nobody
• • •
player of France, and other
Princeton, May 9, 1911—Miss matches followed during lulls paid any attention to them, and
for that matter, nobody told
Daisy Waller will play with the from military routine.
them where or how to draw their
Thomas Orchestra in July. Later
pay.
in the summer, she will play in
Emily found herself looming
Paris, France, and London.
• • •
Pratt, Kans. (IP)—Charles Bar- over the mountains of Bataan,
a woman in
Princeton, May 16, 1911—The ron, theater owner, started in the by mischance, and
mink was seen
Hawthorne residence, one of the theater business 40 years ago by a skirt made of
developed
oldest in the city, is being torn sweeping floors. The other day on the street. Cornelia
taking out her
away and Miss Pearl Hawthorne he was doing the janitor chores an odd habit of
and throwing it
will have a convenient, modern once more, this time in his chewing gum
had anything
she
when
away
plagued
is
which
showhouse
own
E.
W.
lot.
on
the
built
cottage
and the
contribute,
to
important
shortage.
manpower
a
by
McGregor has the contract.

1. DEEP CREAMLINE—means more energy, more butterfat, also means
more vitamins, aids in building up resistance to ailments.
2. RICHNESS BELOW THE CREAMLINE—gives more minerals necessary for healthy growth and maintenance of body tissues.
3. APPETIZING FLAVOR—more appetizing foods are more easily digested—GOLDEN GUERNSEY creates the milk drinking habit.
4. NEVER MIXED—with other milk—a balanced food—nothing is added, nothing taken away.
5. MORE FOOD VALUE—brings 46 PROTECTIVE food substances
needed in the diet.
local
6. TRIPLE INSPECTED—(1) our own rigid inspection, (2) our
health department, and (3) production supervised by Golden Guernsey, Inc.
7. VALUEa full cup of cream in every quart.

"Buy on NUTRITION VALUE and buy more wiselyGive those

Money From Os TO
Fill Your Coal Bin
...NOW!
In a complete coal supfor next winter while
I is availabls1 Get the
sh from us to pay for IL
nsult your dealer. Lot us
OW how much you nemd.

Y

urire French, Manager
e 470 10634 Market St.
PRINCETON, KY.

GOILDNAMER'S

growing

School Children the quality Food that they need by
buying Golden Guernsey daily.

Thurs4
Thursday, November

At The Churches

Soldiers' Choice

This Week In OPA
Must collect Ration Points

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
John N. Fox, Pastor
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
Wednesday, November 24, 1943.
There will be no meeting of the
Prayer and Study group in this
church. You are invited to hear
Dr. Mack Stokes at the Methodist Church. 8:15 P.M., The
Choir rehearses in the church
auditorium.
Thursday, November 25, 1943.
10:00 AM.—Union Thanksgiving
Service in the Methodist Church.
Message: "Thanks Be To God",
John N. Fox.
Sunday, November 28, 1943.
9:45—The Church School.
10:45—The Morning Worship.
Message: "News That Brings
Hope." The Church School Teachers and Officers will meet after
this service.
2 o'clock, The Pioneers meet.
7:30 o'clock, The Evening Hour
of Worship. Meditation: "What
Is God".
Monday, November 29, 1943—
The Ladies Aid Society meets
all day in the Annext.
Wednesday, December 1, 1943:
7:15 o'clock, The Evening
Prayer and Study hour.
8:15 o'clock, The Choir rehearses.
Thursday, December 2, 19432 o'clock, The Wood Circle
meets with Mrs. L. L. Patmor
and Miss Bertie Nichols. Mrs.
Frank Wood will bring a message concerning the Apostle
Peter.

While the War Food Administration has ruled that for 90
days farmers may slaughter hogs
from their own farms and deliver the meat without a license,
that does not remove the necessity for collecting ration points.
Farmers must collect the correct number of ration points for
all meat they sell.

Point Value of Pork Cut
Ration point values of all
cuts of pork and of 100 percent
pork sausage were reduced Friday for a limited period. Highervalued cuts were reduced from
10 points to 8 points per pound.
Some items were made rationfree. Average reduction in point
values is one-third. Canned meats
were not reduced.
• • •
Rubber Footwear
A worker whose dealer is unable to fill his order for rubber
footwear before his purchase
certificate expires may leave the
certificate and get the footwear
at a later date.
• • •
Seed Potato Ceiling Cut
Ceiling prices for certifed seed
potatoes have been reduced by
Actresa Ann Gwynne (above) an average of 10 to 20 percent
has been chosen "pin-up girl' from the levels at which they
for the second time by Yank
magazine, which is distributed t Bowel Cleaning Powder
servicemen all over the world,
according to a notification she Of Erb-Help Medicine
One man recently took ERBhas just recieved in Hollywood.
HELP three days and said after(AP Wirephoto).
ward that he never would have
FIRST
Mr. W. L. Granstaff left Tues- believed his body contained so
Charles F. Brooks, Minister
day morning for San Antonio, much filthy substance. He says
Bible School, 9:45.
Texas, to spend several days with his stomach, intestines, bowels
were ' •so
Morning worship, 11:00.
his son, Cadet Bill Granstaff, and whole system
thoroughly cleansed that his conEvening worship, 7:00.
stationed at Kelly Field.
stant headaches came to an end,
Midweek service, 7:00.
Choir rehearsal Wedensday
Twelve carloads of feed wheat several pimply skin eruptions
night 7:45.
have been unloaded in Grant on his face dried up overnight.
county to tide farmers through and even the rheumatic pains in
LIFELINE TABERNACLE
his knee disappeared. At prea serious grain shortage.
sent he is an altogether dif(Holiness)
CHURCH OF CHRIST
D. G. Schofield, Pastor
ferent man, feeling fine in every
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
way.
Chas. C. Lancaster, Minister
11 a.m. "Healing Service."
ERB-HELP contains 12 Great
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.
4 p.m. Lifeline Broadcast.
Herbs; they cleanse bowels, clear
Sermon 11:00 a.m.
8 p.m. Evangelistic Service.
Preaching also Sunday night, gas from stomach, act on slug10 a.m. Prayer service daily.
gish liver and kidneys. Miserable
7:30 pin.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
Prayer meeting every Wednes- people soon feel different all
broadcasts 3 o'clock p.m.
over. So don't go on suffering!
day 7:30 p.m.
8 p.m. Tuesday, Thursday and
Get ERB-HELP. Dawson's Drug
Saturday evenings.
adv.
Store.
Everybody Reads The Leader

were frozen last spring. Basic
maximum price is $1 higher
than for potatoes for table use.
• • •
If You Sell Rationed Goods
You may obtain charts—to
tell you how many points to
charge for rationed goods you
sell—from either your local War
Price and Rationing Board or
your 0- nty USDA War Board.
anty Agent has been
aished a list of the top legal
prices you may charge for pricecontrolled goods you sell.
• • •
Citrus Fruits Cheaper
Retail ceilings on citrus friuts
now coming to market will be
10 to 15 percent lower than
last season's prices. National
average prices will be: oranges
9 1/2 cents per pound ( 1 1/2
cents less than last season);

Veteran Remembers
Harrisonburg, Va. (ff)—Eightytwo soldiers from Harrisonburg,
now overseas, will receive threepound fruit cakes for Christmas
as a present from a veteran of
World War I. The veteran, who
gave the order to a bakery, asked to remain anonymous.
lemons, 13 1/2 cents per pound
( 1 1/2 cents less than last season); grapefruit, 8 cents per
pound (1 cents less than last
season.)
• • •
Ceilings On Tobaseei
Ceilings established November
15 on nine varieties of cigar leaf
tobacco represent advances of
3.3 cents to 14 cents a pound
over 1942 season averages.

Police Dodge
Boogy Man Rote',

25, 19

Sheridan, Wyo. (IP) — When
juvenile mischief took an upswing in Sheridan, Police Chief
John Hendrickson placed an adthe Sheridan
vertisement in
Press, seeking the cooperation of
parents.
"Being called upon to put fear
into the hearts of five and sixyear-olds has the effect of mak-

Tenn. (4)—Jimt
fore the breakfast
hour poli
men surprised a
grocery burg
who left a fleeing
trail of...
Fivepounds of
butter,
pounds of lard,
11 pounds of five dozen eg
bacon and a
pound ham.
ing a boogy man of
said Hendrickson, in the Da'
his sd.

SUNDAY

MO N DAY

Everybody Reads The Leader

Our Special

THANKSGIVING
PROGRAM!

CONTINUOUS
SHOW
from
1:00 to 11:00 P.M.
•
HOLIDAY PRICES
lic and 30c

CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Amok, BETTY RHODES
MacDONALD CAREY
dadi MARTY MAY. CLIFF EDWARDS
LORRAINE
ROGNAN

CK)NA DRAKE end Her Girl had
Just Look At These Short Units!
You'll Enjoy Them Immensely! . . .

Toyland
Opens
at

"COAL BLACK and the SEBBEN DWARFS"
A hilariously funny Merrie Melody Cartoon

LATEST NEWS OF THE WORLD

DAMON RUNYON'S
THRILL-PACKED STORY OF BROADWAY.
as only he could tell it!

Plus These Interesting Short Units!
"ADVENTURE IN CUBA"
POPULAR SCIENCE
MOVIETONE NEWS

THURSDAY

CAYCE-YOST'S
We've just about loaded Santa's entire
pack into our TOYLAND, and what a
Glorious Christmas it's going to be!

CRPITOL

—AND—

FRIDAY

SAT UR DAY— Doors Open at 11:45 A. M.

THAT OLDM-tiON PrAYS TRICKS...
and gets hearts in a fix,
TM',..
MOONSTRUCK

PLAY SUITS
Again this year our most popular
items are the children's suits ... air
pilots, cowboy, soldier . . . all well
made and copied exactly from grownup models.

$3.00 and $4.50

FROM DAMON RUNYOWS COLLIERS
PINKS"
MAGAZINE STORY,"The LITTLE

Added! . • .

* JANE FRAZEE *
THE MERRY MACS
* LEON ERROL*
• MISCHA AUER *

POPEYE
SOUTH AMERICAN
SPORTS

EFFANBEE DOLLS

Eugene PALLETTE • Sam LEVEN
Barton MacLANE

POPULAR SCIENCE

The grandest selection of dolls you've
ever seen! The famous Effanbee line
that we've had for years . . . they
have real hair ... and really go to
sleep eyes.

$5.00 to $12.50

DOLL FURNITURE

OTHER DOLLS—$1.95 up

Just like real furniture! Sturdily
built to stand sister's "breaking up
housekeeping" every day of the year.
In beautiful, indestructible finishes.
Also a wide variety of doll dishes,
and every toy to make a little girl
happy.

GAMES
We have dozens of games to amuse
and instruct the children. Yes, you'll find everything you desire in
Cayce-Yost's toyland.

95c to $4.50

SECOND
FEATURE

IOHNNY DOWNS
SUNNIE O'DEA
MARIA MONTE/
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"LET 'EM GO ALIVE"
A Grantland Rice Sports Parade
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69c to $6.00

In Hopkinsville, It's
And . . . Here's More!
SUPERMAN le "SECRET AGENT"'
FINAL CHAPTER — "KING OF THE MOUNTIES"

6••rg•

Theme*

thryie

leo

S•b•rt

0*.

WALKER - AIWA
MURPHY - MITCHELL - IMOLAN - COWMANPHONE

Police Get
Nice Stem .
Knoxville,

— When
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Princeton Leader
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nt Bride Honored
hower

Hospital News

Mrs. Howard
McConnell,
4 Captain and Mrs. Mitchell ALsLily Murphy and the Princeton, has
been dismissed,
ter, Henderson, were guests of
enstore
her
of
personnel
following treatment.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. S.
• • •
miscellaneous
a
with
'ned
Gregory, last week-end.
Mrs.
Estell
Bradshaw,
Lola,
is
r Thursday evening, Nov. Improving,
• • •
after injuries in an
Vernon
Mrs.
of
home
the
automobile accident last week.
and
Mrs. Orbie
Mitchell
• • •
South Jefferson Street, in
daughter, Martha Ann, are visitMrs.
bride,
recent
the
of
Mrs. Edward Teague, Marion,
ing Mrs. Mitchell's parents, Mr.
in Kimmel, the former is improving after treatment.
manager
assistant
• • •
Stone,
and Mrs. H. C. McConnell, near
firm.
Princeton.
Mr. Spurlin Trirnm, Eddyville,
• • •
el. gifts were opened is improving after being treated
r ttrin
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Roberts
d Mrs. Frank Wood gave for injuries he received in an
and two sons, Carmi, Ill., will
1 trihute to the bride, at- automobile accident about two
be Thanksgiving guests of Mr.
hich games were played. weeks ago.
• • •
and Mrs. Merle Drain.
lents of sandwiches and
• • •
were served to the guests.
Earl Davidson, Marion, Route
Mrs. Tom Cash returned Sunse sending gifts and not 6, underwent a major operation
day from Paducah where she
t were Mr. and Mrs. Law- Tuesday morning.
• • •
visited her husband who is imWilson, Mr. and Mrs. Clay
proving slowly at the I. C. hosa, Miss Helen Grace WilMiss Jeanne
Bishop, East
pital from burns received April
Mrs. L. C. Cash, Mr. and Main St., is under treatment.
12.
• • •
Glenn Johnson, Mrs. Nellie
• • •
'dd. Mrs. A. E. Hunter,
Mrs. Howard Wheeler, Marion,
H.
C.
Jaggers has returnMrs.
Clint Glover, Rosemary underwent
an
appendectomy
ed froz;n Austin, Texas where
Mrs. Homer Russell and Tuesday and continues to imshe accompanied her sister-inter, Hazel, Mrs. Charles prove.
law, Mrs. F. L. Cawood, and
• • •
Mrs. Thomas Young, Mrs.
son, Frank Wayne.
Travis, Mrs. T. P. Cash,
Mr. and Mrs. William Claude
• • •
1 and Regal Phelps, Mrs. Boitnott, Princeton, Star Route
Pettit has reGresham
Mrs.
Virand
daughter,
Moore
5, on the birth of a daughter,
turned from Blytheville, Ark.,
Miss Anna Louis Bryant, Barbara Nell, Nov. 8.
where she visited her husband,
• • •
. T. Laneave, Mrs. Pauline
Cadet Pettit, stationed in the
g, Mrs. J. W. Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robert
Army Air Corps there.
Kenneth Spickard, Mrs. Elder, Cox St., on the birth of
• • •
Lou Nabb, Mrs. R. W. a daughter, Martha Louise, Nov.
Hollywood film directors have
Mrs. Anna Osborne is the
'e, Mrs. Minnie Johnson, 18.
picked Jean Strasser (above),
guest of relatives in Paducah.
Agnes Morse, Mrs. Huel
22, as the "show girl of 1943
Mrs. L. G. Kilgore and
most likely to succeed" because T. P. Lewis, Ernest Lacy and
ter. Margie, Mrs. Charlie
of "beauty, poise and personali- Miss Robbie Sims, and Lucy
e and Mrs. Lula Brandon.
ty". She is a graduate of Beverly Mashburn. Visitors present were:
.-unt were: Mrs. L W.
Hills, Calif., high school. (AP Mesdames J. C. Wright, Philip
E.
E.
Dawson
:lamer, Mrs. Lindsey TerWirephoto).
Stevens, Spurlin Murphy, W. F.
Mae Bryant, Lois
Fleral services were held
Adams, L. B. Ferguson, and
Ind.,
Pruitt,
Vernon,
Seldon
Mt.
16,
November
ell, Mrs.
Homemakers Schedule
Misses Irene Mashburn, Dorothy
Greer, Frank for E. E. Dawson, 74, merchant,
Herndon
Ferguson, Janie Martin, and
2:30
o'clock,
HopkinsFriday,_
, E. B. McElfatrick, Lillze brother of W. D. Dawson, PrinceNancy Marie Sims.
Childress, Robbie Lou Hob- ton druggist, who died Sunday ville Road, Mrs. Press BlackChristine Martin, Maude morning, November 14, at Dea- burn, hostess; Monday, 2 o'clock,
berry, Ovie H. Stephens, coness hospital in Evansville. Mr. Eddy Creek, Mrs. Wylie Brown,
.3 Mrs. Howard Stone, Mrs. Dawson was born in Caldwell hostess; Tuesday, 2:30 o'clock,
tone, Mrs. Roy Vickery, county but had lived in Indiana Cobb, Mrs. Ernest Lacy, hostess.
Wayne Vickery, Wilma a number of years.
Survivors are his widow, one
, Margaret Dean Ethridge,
e Pettit, Jr., Mrs. Luth- daughter, Mrs. Kenneth B. All- Otter Pond Homemakers
Nineteen members and ten
ying, Dorothy Hunter, dredge, Grayville, Ill.; four sons,
k Wood, Carwin Cash, Mark, Mt. Vernon, Ind.; Roy, visitors were present at Mrs. H.
.11 Nichols, Mrs. Buddy Detroit; Eugene, Indianapolis; C. McConnell's for the Novemiazel Hunter, Mrs. Texil and Bryant, Evansville; four ber meeting of the Otter Pond
• s, Vera Lamb, Lillie F. brothers, W. D. Dawson, Prince- Homemakers Club. After a
Howard Stone, Jr., and ton; B. H. Dawson, Providence; luncheon served by the hostess,
L. M. Dawson, Oregon, Mo.; and the club was called to order by
Williamson.
W. W. Dawson, Kansas City, Mo. chairman, Miss Robbie Sims for
Burial was in Bellefontaine the business meeting, consisting
George Eldred
of roll call and secretary-treasCemetery, Mt. Vernon.
urer's report given by home
t Of Honor
agent, Miss Scrugham who also
Mrs. Dique Eldred and
Mrs. Urey G. George
gave a review of reports of exy Wilson Eldred enMrs. Urey G. George, 64, died tension service for this year. The
Sunday night honoring
hos- Major project lesson was given
George 0. Eldred, home November 16 in A. C. H.
Okla., after by Mrs. P. J. Blackburn and Mrs.
lough from the War Col- pital in Shawnee,
Forces, two weeks' illness. She was a Guy Shoulders on preparation
Army
Ground
daughter of the late William H. for new finish of furniture. Mrs.
gton, D. C.
and Ruth Cash and was a native Ferd Wadlington, program conMrs.
and
Mr.
ts were
of Caldwell county.
ductor, led the club in songs and
Mrs.
and
Sevison, Mr.
Survivors are husband, sons, games.
y Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Shawnee; sisMembers present were: MesAlexander, Mr. and Mrs. James and Guy,
Sidney Satterfield and dames P. J. Blackburn, W. P.
ayes, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. ters, Mrs.
Satterfield, brothers, Crawford, W. S. Denham, Collin
. Mr. and Mrs. George Mrs. Guy
Cash, Princeton, and Ladd, George Martin, Jr., Ray
Mr. and Mrs. hey Mc- Sam G.
H. Cash, Memphis, Martin, Lee Mashburn, H. C.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Edward
six grandchildren.
and
Tenn.;
McConnell, Homer B. Mitchell,
John
Mrs.
, the Rev. and
held Jimmie L. Mitchell, J. R. Neal,
were
services
Funeral
Mrs.
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff,
Gaskill Claude Robinson, Guy Should18 at the
Martin, Chicago, Mrs. November
Home, Shawnee, with ers, L B. Sims, Ferd Wadlington,
Akin, Mrs. Sallie Catlett, Funeral
Rev. H. T. Wiles in charge.
Katherine Garrett, Mada- the
Fairview Cemetery, Shawnee.
was in
obards and Mary Loftus, Interment
Walker, Gus Kortrecht and
y Childress, Louisville.
Prudence Polk, Nashville,
of Mrs. Eldred, is a house

e Leader
ngratulates

RUNYON'S
FROM DAMON
"The
STORY,
MAGAZINE

israi

Eugene PALLETTE • Sam
Bcrrton MaclANE

not Mrs. Robert Nesmith,
n Springs, Route 3, on the
of a son, Robert Byrd, at
ton Hospital. Mr. Nesmith
the Army, Mrs. Nesmith
former Anna May Mcey.
• • •
and Mrs. Robert Morse,
e birth of a son, Robert
is, at Princeton Hospital.
Morse is the former Mary
✓ Nichols, Princeton.
• • •
. and Mrs. D. G. Schofield,
Jefferson Street, on the
of a daughter, Charlene
Nov. 22, at Mercy HosGary, Ind.
Helen Hopper returned
y from Knoxville, Tenn.,
she spent a week with
Jeanne Rice, employe of
A. there.

89.

ood Drug Co.

Telephone Installations
Affected by
Wartime Conditions
Because of the shortage of raw materials,
proit becomes more difficult as the war
fill
gress‘s for the telephone company to
requests for telephone service. So unless
who
you qualify as an essential user—one
responsibilts essential in the discharge of
security —
ity for public health, welfare or
getting
you may experience difficulty in

Mr. and Mrs. Ross Harris and
son, Jerry, of Paducah, were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gayle
Pettit Sunday.
• • •
Mrs. S. A. Rodgers, Paducah,
has been visiting her sister-inlaw, Mrs. Guy Satterfield, and
other relatives in the county the
last two weeks.
• • •
Herman Lee Stephens visited
his sister, Mrs. W. E. Davis, in
Paducah Tuesday, who is a
patient at Riverside Hospital.
• • •
Mrs. James McCaslin, the
former Lucille Gray, has reBastrop, Texas,
turned from
where her husband has been
stationed in the Army.
• • •
Miss Joanne Carolyn Ratliff,
student at University of Texas,
Austin, is spending the Thanksgiving holidays wth her mother,
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff.

Rationing At A Glance

Procesaed Foods—Blue stamps every 6 months or every 5,000
X, Y, and Z in Book 2 expire miles, whichever is first.
Fuel 011—Period 1 coupons for
at midnight Nov. 20. Green
stamps A, B, and C, in Book 4 new season good through Jan.
3, 1944, and have the following
good through Dec. 20.
Meats, Fats—Brown stamps G, values: I unit, 10 gallons; 5
H, J, and K in Book 3 good now; units, 50 gallons; 25 units, 250
all expire Dec. 4. Stamp L good
gallons. All change-making couNov. 21; M, Nov. 28, N, Dec. 5;
pons and reserve coupons are
P, Dec. 12; all expire Jan. 1.
Sugar—Stamp 29 in Book 4 now good.
good for 5 pounds through Jan.
Stoves—Certificates to pur15, 1944.
chase most heating and cooking.
Shoes—Stamp 18 in Book 1 stoves that burn coal, wood, oil
and No. 1 "airplane" stamp in or gas must now be obtained
Book 3 good for 1 pair each un- from local board.
til further notice.
Gasoline—Stamp A-8, good for
3 gallons, expire at midnight
Nov. 21. Stamp A-9, good for 3
Curtail speustieg.
gallons, Nov. 22 through Jan.
Pat your •••isis
21, 1944. B and C stamps good
for 2 gallons until used. State
into war bola& ayory
and license number must be
payday.
written on face of each coupon
of
upon
receipt
IMMEDIATELY
Opera Star Traubel
book.
Trills A Surprise
Tires—Next inspection due:
Chicago (JO—Helen Traubel, A book vehicles by March 31,
dramatic soprano of the Metro- 1944; B's by Feb. 29, 1944; C's
politan Opera company, appear- by Nov. 30; commercial vehicles
ed at a service men's canteen.
As she walked to the piano Conserving
she overheard a sailor in a not- Conservation
too-subdued whisper groan:
Richmond, Va. (FP)—Third Ser"More of that longhair stuff."
Miss Traubel whispered to the vice Command headquarters n
accompanist, then turned to the Baltimore mailed a dozen conaudience and announced: "I shall servation posters to an Army inbegin with a song by a comin Richmond ias reposer who has made my home stallation
avoid waste—and
to
minders
lovmusic
among
famous
town
promptly had two mailed back.
ers all over the world.
With the returned posters went
Whereupon, in full Wagnerian
voice with a torch-singer's tech- a note saying "it is believed the
nique, she launched into the surplus copies can be put to
better use elsewhere."
"St. Louis Blues."

FDR a•*#:

service possible under
If you have not started, do so today. We wa nt to give you the bestthan ever before. It's
earlier
wartime conditions, we urge you to finish your gift shopping
peacetime rears.
patriotic and it's good sense to eliminate the hectic Christmas rush of
please your wartime budget
We have gifts to please all busy folks, of all ages ... and sure to
gifts.
Handbags, perfume and robes for Mother and Daughter. And many other useful
Sweaters, skirts and lingerie that Sister likes to have.
We have gifts for every lady member of the family.
the 10th of December.
Give Uncle Sam a boost by mailing your Christmas packages before

telephone service.
Installation of
If you plan to request the
have service and
new service or if you now
time may be
plan to move, a reasonable
can be
necessary to determine if service
Information,
made available. for further
business office.
please communicate with our
"THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE"

Hopkinsville

ursdaY, Nov

Plant Trees On
Waste Land Now
Urges Forester
Frankfort, Nov. 23—The need
for planting trees on waste land
In Kentucky is more urgent today than ever before in our history, according to K. G. McConnell, director of the Kentucky
Division of Forestry. War needs
are causing many areas to be cut
so severely that timber will be
at a premium for many years to
come, he said. Nearly every farm
has some land that is worn out,
eroded, or too steep for cultivation, which will grow timber
more profitably than any other
crop. Altogether, there are more
than 1,500,000 acres of such land
in the State.
"Best time to plant seedling
trees is from now until December 10 or in the spring from
February 20 until April 1," said
McConnell. "The species planted should be those which will
provide products for use on the
farm or for sale in the community in the shortest time. A
few such species are black locust for fence posts, fuel wood,
mine timbers, and for stopping
erosion; short-leaf pine to produce saw logs or to control
erosion on land too poor to grow
locust or other hardwoods; loblolly or white pine, and red oak, ALL SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE and Tulane tied for the honor of the
white ash, black walnut, or tu- TEAM FOR 1943—Here is the all-South- largest representation on the team, each
lip poplar for saw and veneer eastern Conference college team for 1943, placing four men. L. S. U. placed two
of Georgia
logs."
selected by coaches and sports writers players, and the University
spot. Here's how the
Detailed instructions on what, for the Associated Press. Georgia Tech took the remainding
how, and when to plant, and
Nazi Rocket
where to obtain seedling stock, Chickens Pay Well
$2,987 Profit From
can be obtained from the State
Flock of 412 Hens
Forester, Frankfort, the Exten- For 4-H Club Boy
sion Forester, University of KenA gross income of $5,765 and
Two hundred and thirty eggs
tucky, Lexington, or from local
per hen was the record achieved a profit of $2,987 in a year from
county agent.
are reported by F. N.
by James Humphrey, a 4-11T club 412 hens
of Muhlenberg county
Collier
boy of Fayette county. This is Kentucky. His flock average fo!
Dentist Uses Trailer
average of the year was 190 eggs per hen
When a dentist's trailer visit- mole than twice the
egg
ed the schools of Fulton county the United States as a whole. Mr. Collier ,,has an 11,000for three weeks, 223 children's James'' 40 White Rock pullets capacity , hatchery and sells
proteeth were taken care of. As in made a profit of $185, which chicks hatched from eggs
Culling
flock.
school
own
his
his
by
buy
duced
to
used
he
'
Homemakers
years,
previous
Clubs in the county contributed lunches, pay for a tip to a 4-H and blood testing done, he now
$100 to make the trailer avail- wartime conference and to buy has 420 pullets, 150 old hens
and 45 roosters for another
bonds.
able to rural areas.
year. Farm Agent J. V. Coleman
nates that Mr. Collier increased
his 11-acre farm last summer
by buying 40 acres more.

ONEY to help yo

See us for cash to: BUY COAL—FIX UP THE CAR OR HOME—BUY
SEASONAL CLOTHING—PAY BILLS—MEET MEDICAL OR DENTAL
EXPENSES—TAKE CARE OF EMERGENCIES. Our service is swift
and simple. No bothersome red tape. Loans up to $300. Come in
or phone!

2 Market St.
/
1061
Princeton, Ky.

Thu

4-H Clubbers Put
$500,000 In Bonds

Phone
470

Maurice French
Manager

Interstate Enance

Setting out to
buy east*
bonds and stamps to ply fr4
bomber, Kentucky 440
rrenmers have bought
mart
twice their quota. Whr
4
the 120 counties
have
it is expected that
ovse
worth of bonds and
be owned by the stow 10(14
boys and girls in the
now
To have money with
to buy stamps and
bask
4-Hers hired out as
worked in homes, r.i. farts
and livestock, gre.
,
canned, baked and
sewed,
Club members fed 1,600
and raised hundreds of
h
lambs, engaged in dairy
poultry raising, and
earned money with
purchase bonds and wmcr,
A report of the stamps.
State Co
of Agriculture and
Home
nomics shows that 6,64
bers of 4-H clubs in 105
ties contributed over 100
days of ernerw‘nPy labor •
this season

QUICK RELIEF FRO

STOMACH ULCE
DUE TO
EXCESS AdI

team lines up: ends—Phil Tinsley, GeorVia Tech, and Ray Olsen, Tulane; tackles
—Joe Hartley, L.S.U., and Bill Chambers,
Georgia Tech; guards—John Steber,
Georgia Tech, and Gaston Bourgeois,

Tulane; center—Lester Gatewood. Tulane,
backs—Joe Renfroe, Tulane; Eddie ProIwo, Georgia Tech; Johnny Cook, Georgia,
and Steve Van Buren, L. S. U.

Over two million bottlesofthe
TREATMENT have heen midterm."
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Farm Women Sell On
Homemakers' Market
Approximately $66,911 worth
of farm and home produce was
sold by seven women last year,
at the Christian county homemakers' market. Other records
reported at the annual meeting
of the 19 homemakers' clubs,
included $40,587 invested in war
bonds and stamps, 56,804 quarts
of food canned, 16,486 articles
made for Red Cross, and 26.351
surgical dressings made by club
members.
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DRAKE ort
Kentucky Nimrods May
Hunt Thanksgiving Day

American soldiers examine a
captured German 32 cm. incendiary rocket in Italy. The weapon
is fired directly from its crate
in the position it sits here. The
takeoff is marked by much
smoke and flame. (AP Wirephoto from signal corps).

These Sho

Frankfort, Nov. 23—Hunters
throughout Kentucky may enjoy this Thanksgiving Day in
the field, either in pursuit of
quail or rabbit, S. A. Wakefield,
director of the Division of Game
and Fish, has announced.
Opening of the hunting season on rabbit and quail is slated
for Wednesday, Nov. 24, and
Thanksgiving Day will be observed the following day.
During the last several years
Thanksgving has been observed
a week earlier, through presidential order, which resulted in
many hunters losing their opportunity to hunt on that holiday.
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In Logan county, 117 women
joined the Women's Land Army
in one, month.
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and save to help

Please join in this pledge: "I won't buy anything
—anything at all—that I don't really need."
you simply can't get along withcomeA
'l
t ndfor
phninngesy,s
theete
out,
Penney's specializes in thrift and savings.
Penney's way of doing business keeps operating
I
expenses very low. The result is savings for Penney
and these savings are passed on to our customers—
as they always have been-- in the form oflower Prices.
Shopping at Posmey's is so important today—when
dollars must stretch further than evert

BE THANKFUL'
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LET THE LIGHT OF

AMERICAN LIBERTY
CONTINUE TO SHINE ON.
We, as Americans This Year have more to be Thankful for than
any other people in the world. We should be thankful for the Four Freedoms that we are fighting for, for the whole world. It is truly a great time
to stop and give thanks for the Blessings bestowed upon the people of
America—The Land of the Free
And lest we should forget our prayers—think of our boys fighting
valiantly and with victory in their hearts for us back Home. Let's give
thanks to them, and a prayer for them.
Tommy Williams, of Eddyville, (my brother), will have half interest in my garage, from now on. We have a good supply of parts and 2
good mechanics at all times.

Corniek Oil Co.
Hopkinsville Street

Freefioo k Tellsof HoissTr
Must Help or It Will Cost Yes

BOURGEOIS
Tulane

Doubles Corn Yield
George L. Ponder of Clay
county reports producing as
much corn this year on an acre
and a half as he did on three
acres last year when he planted
local seer Planting yellow hybrid No. 103, he harvested 150
bushels, despite of the fact that
part of it drowned out.
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Company Saves Rubber
By Using Own Rails
Copperhill, Tenn. (JP) — The
Tennessee Copper Company, with
operations spaced over several
miles if this southeast Tennessee
copper basin, has found one way
of helping to conserve rubber.
The company used to haul repair forces and supplies, as well
as other materials, by truck over
its area of operation. Now it
utilizes a gasoline-powered locomotive, light and speedy, to haul
pasgengers, materials, mail and
product samples over its own
system of trackage.
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GENUINE RUBEROID ROOFING______ $1.10
35 pound weight per roll
$1.35
45 pound weight per roll
$1.65
55 pound weight per roll
$2.00
65 pound weight per roll__
Green or blue blend, square ________$4.50
3 TAB HEX SHINGLES 167 lb.—
BRICK SIDING—
Red or Buff, per roll
LEAKPROOF ASBESTOS LIQUID ROOF
COATING-30 gallon barrel—
$12.00
Barrel included
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$2,000 of life
A man died and left his family
final bills and
insurance. It took $1,000 to pay the big $100 a month
some debts. The remaining $1,000, at But for Your
would last his family only 10 months.
would not
family $100 a month for at least 10 years
be too much, would it?

Let Me Show You The Figures

WM.YOUNG
Fredonia, Ky.
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Deer Lodge, Montana (IV) —
By Robert M. Farrington
parisons of any one city's food- Strange fish attacked the rubber
Associated Press Features
price fluctuations, the index is boat upon which Robert C. Flock
When Bureau of Labor Statis- not so good on place-to-place and other Navy men were paddling in the South Seas after
tics "doctors" want to know the comparison.
their plane was forced down.
index
In
the
The
counted
foods
nation's economic health, they
shove a cost-of-living thermomet- are:
West North Central — Cedar
Bread, milk, eggs, sugar, but- Rapids, Kansas City, Minneapolis,
er into the collective mouths of
macaour largest and most important ter, beef, potatoes, flour,
Omaha, St. Louis, St. Paul, Wichroni, wheat cereal, corn flakes, ita;
cities.
South Atlantic—Atlanta, BaltiThe reading (cost of living in- corn meal, rice, rolled oats, pandex) is supposed to show the cake flour, vanilla cookies, soda more, Charleston, S. C., Jacksonprice of the average commodity crackers, veal, pork chops, ham, ville, Norfolk, Richmond, Savanbought by the average family. bacon, liver, sausage, bologna, nah, Washington, D. C., WinstonBureau statisticians burned out lamb, roasting chickens, fish, Salem;
East South Central—Birmingmany a commuting machine esti- canned sahrion, cheese, apples,
mating, weighing and adjusting bananas, oranges, grapefruit, ham, Jackson, Knoxvlile, Louisthe survey to average up a colos- green beans, cabbage, carrots, ville, Memphis, Mobile;
lettuce, onions, spinach, beets,
West South Central—Dallas
sal number of factors.
and Houston, Little Rock, New OrRoughly one-third of a moder- canned peaches, pineapple
green leans;
ate-income family's money goes grapefruit juice, canned
and tomatoes,
Mountain—Butte, Denver, Salt
for food so a constant check is beans, corn, peas
soup, prunes, Lake City;
made on 78 important foods in canned vegetable
dried beans, dehydrated chicken
Pacific—Los Angeles, Portland,
56 big cities.
soup, coffee, tea, cocoa, Ore., San Francisco, and Seattle.
Like any average, however, noodle
oleomargarAN GETS LIEUTENANT'S BARS—Mrs. Ben Hogan pins on the index is unfair to the ex- lard, salad dressing,
collar of her golfer husband's shirt the bar which signifies treme highs and lows. To a ine, peanut butter, cooking or
a temporary second lieutenant in the army air forces. Lt. housewife in Omaha it is no salad oil, corn sirup, molasses
an a as graduated from the AAF officer candidate school at consolation to learn that the and apple butter.
Beach, Fla. (AP Wirephoto).
The 56 key cities of America,
national average price of a comall of which have had at least a
modity is only one-tenth of one
30 percent jump in food prices
percent higher when she may
since January, 1941, are:
Creomulsion relieves promptly bebe paying much more than that
New England—Boston, Bridge- cause it goes right to the seat of the
locally.
Manchester,
trouble to help loosen and expel
port, Fall River,
Furthermore, one live man and
Portland and Pro- germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
Haven,
New
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inone dead man counted together
vidence;
flamed bronchial mucous memaverage out at each being halfffalo, New- branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
Atlantic—Bu
Middle
dead, which may be a good ark, New York, Philadelphia, a bottle of Creomulsion with the unenough average but is is scarcederstanding you must like the way it
Pittsburgh, Rochester, Scranton; quickly
allays the cough or you are
ly a true representation of the
East North Central—Chicago, to have your money back.
case.
Cleveland, Columbus,
Cincinnati,
Despite the obvious drawbacks,
Detroit, Indianapolis, Milwauthe cost of living index still is kee, Peoria, Springfield, Ill.
for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis
the best measuring stick of what
we buy that has been devised.
Recently a committee of experts investigating complaints
that the index had lost much of
its value as a guide to wage adjustments reported that it was
essentially accurate but of limited usefulness in settling demands for higher wages to meet
the rising cost of living in
specific communities.
The study was begun during
the last war to settle squawks of
shipyard workers that rising
their
outstripped
had
costs
wages. It has been used frequently in wage negotiations
ever since. A face-lifting job in
1935 ironed out its wrinkles of
age, substituting among the
items price-surveyed low shoes
for high ones, pajamas for nightshirts, and rayon slips for cotton corset covers and petticoats.
It has been revised several times
since then.
Strictly a city-dweller's indiremarkable
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Intended for time-to-time cornorations from soldiers' graves.
oracle Springs, Colo. (IF)—
'at is making better cooks
ATHLETES FOOT
merican housewives, says
Philip J. Crowlie of Huron,
I Made This Overnight Test
Yea, It Is true, there is a safe harm, the OPA's "typical house- Relieved Itching In 5 Minutes
less medicated liquid called Kleerex
"Requires a powerful PENE- that dries up pimples over night
Many report that they had a red sore
men have to be better cooks TRATING fungicide to reach the pimply
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they
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rationing,
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their friends the next day with
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users who are no longer embarrassed
APPLY FULL STRENGTH for with unsightly pimples, Sold and
recommended by
"Athletes Foot", sweaty, itchy or
atriotic Crows
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
smelly feet. Locally at Woods. ad

They fought them off with
their paddles, Flock said in a
letter to his mother, and finally
reached an island. Natives told
them the fish were barracudas
and would have ripped thorn to
pieces if they had succeeded in
sinking the boat.

Notice is hereby given that in the future
City trucks will collect garbage only on the first
and third Saturdays in each month. Please place
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HANKSGIVING Day! Gee! That's
funny! Or is it? Have I got anything
to be thankful for? You bet your life
I have! That dive-bomber missed me yesterday ... Had a right good meal a while ago.
It wasn't fancy, but it tasted good. The Enemy
has been pretty busy, and we hadn't anything
hot for three days. But we didn't really go
hungry. I'm sure thankful Mom and the folks
don't have to miss meals.

T

1

during your stay are yours, always, at

Louisville's newest and most centrally locatKentucky's
ed home-away-from-home, in
your
metropolis ... Prices will conform to
for service
idea of moderate charges
rendered.

But Mom doesn't complain. She'd probably thank God for letting her starve, if it
would help me get through this 0. K. I guess
maybe I'm most thankful of all for Mom and
Dad—and for the chance to help see to it that
some dictator doesn't destroy the way of life
they and all Americans like them have lived
itad been willing to die for.

Come to think of it, I guess after Mom and
Dad, I'd put on my list all the folks back home
who are working harder than they ever worked
so that we can have better guns and more of
them than the enemy has. It means something
to know that we'll never have to go without
something we really need to win this war.
I'm thankful that I'm still alive ... that
we're going to win the war . . . and that
America's still America. Over here, we're
trusting all of you back home to keep it that
way until we return. Don't let anybody change
it. It's worth fighting and dying for, the way
it is. We want to come back to it and live and
work as we please, with equal opportunity for
alL We don't want to come back to a country
where most of our previous freedoms have
been done away with.
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City Jail Comes
Highly Recommended

Thanksgiving Feast Survives Many Shortages

Baton Rouge, La. (A')---City
jailers thought they were seeing
things one morning when a
"guest" they had released about
5:30 a.m. walked back in about
an hour later with a friend in
uniform.
"This soldier hasn't any money
and no place to sleep," he told
officers. "I thought maybe you'd
give him my bed for a few hours
It was so comfortable."
The surprised jailers did just
that—and served the tired soldier coffee when he awoke.

Banquet Still
Possible - With
Turkey Or Not
By Mrs. Alexander George
Associated Press Features
A grand way to celebrate
Thanksgiving this year is to
share your turkey dinner with
one or more boys from a nearby camp. Soldiers or sailors
would enjoy nothing better than
spending this great American
holiday in a real American home.
You may have to trim the traditional menu, but plenty of .the
good old Thanksgiving treats are
still untouched by wartime restrictions.
Since stuffing is one of the
Important parts of the feast, here
Is a good stuffing to fill a 10pound bird. Mix lightly 10 cups
day-old bread, crumbled, 1 cup

Relieve Miseryof

HEAD
COLDS
Put 3-purpess

Vicks
Va-tro-tiol up each
nostril. It (1) shrinks
siwofIlei ner.
membra.TROnes,
(2) soothes irritation,
(3) helps clear coldclogged nose. Follow VIC
directions

VA
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KEEP YOUR MILK
KEEP YOUR MEAT
KEEP YOUR VEGETABLES

Buy Ice At
Plant Anytime

Thanksgiving Menu
Oyster Cocktail
Roast Turkey
Savory Stuffing
Candied Sweet Potatoes
Escalloped Onions or Turnips
Crisp Celery
Rolls
Victory Garden Green
•
Tomato Pickles
Harvest Salad
Steamed Cranberry Pudding
Cranberry Sauce
Coffee
Hot Cider
Cracked Nuts
If cranberry sauce or jelly is
preferred for the main course in
the menu substitute steamed
fruit pudding, pumpkin pie or
ice cream and date cookies for
the dessert.
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cooked diced celery, 2 tablespoons salt, 2/3 cup melted margarine (of course you can use
butter if you have plenty), 1/4
teaspoon pepper, 1/3 cup minced
onions, 2 teaspoons dried or finely chopped parsley, 1/4 teaspoon powdered sage and 1/3
cup hot milk.
To keep stuffing in fowl light
and fluffy, loosely drop it into
cavities and never press down.
Merely shake a little to get the
stuffing in place. It must have
space to expand while cooking.
If you have stuffing left over it
can be baked separately in a
shallow baking dish.
Place the stuffed Turkey on

Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

Women!
Here is a name
to remember

CARDU I
A 62 year record
of 2-Way help*
*See directions on label

Used as a tonic, Cardui usually paps up appetite, aids digestion, and thus helps build
euorgy for the "time" to oom•.
Started 3 days before yosz
time, and taken as directed, it
should help relieve pain du*
to purely functional canoes.

TOP PRICES
TOP SERVICES
WHEN YOU SHIP TO US
CATTLE, CALVES
HOGS, SHEEP, LAMBS

WHY GAMBLE?
You never gamble when
you ship to us. A staff of
experts handles and sells
your stock at the highest
prices. Play safe and get
the best for your stock.

BURFORD BROTHERS
AND

COMPANY

BABY FLAT TOP SETS SUB SINKING RECORD—With more
destroyed enemy subs to her credit than any other naval team,
the aircraft escort carrier U.S.S. Card (top) has been awarded
the presidential unit citation. Left: a depth charge from one of
the card's planes blasts the center of one sub as a sister sib
stands by. The sister sub was subsequently downed in the Atlantic where the action took place. Right: With three German
a rack in an open roaster and allow about 35 minutes per pound
for a bird weighing from 8 to
10 pounds, 30 minutes per pound
for one that weighs from 10 to
15 pounds and 25 minutes for
the fowl that weighs over 15
pounds. The temperature should
be about 300 degrees, which is
moderately slow. Baste after 30
minutes with 1/3 cup fat melted
in a cup of boiling water. Use
drippings in the pan when this
is gone.
You may want some extra seasonings in the stuffing, so you
can put in the cooked giblets
chopped. (Most persons want the
giblets for the gravy, however.)
Raisins, prunes, nuts (chestnuts,
walnuts or peanuts), mushrooms
or apples are good. A cupful is
enough to flavor this amount of
stuffing.
Test the turkey by carefully
piercing with a long tined fork
under a leg or wing. Never
pierce in the breasts as this
would let out juices and flavors
as well as far the appearance of
the royal bird.
Sweet potatoes can be candied
by using half molasses, maple or
corn sirup if shy on sugar. Boil
sweets (allowing one per person) until tender. Cool and peel.
(This can be done day ahead.)
Halve the cooked potatoes and
arrange in shallow, greased baking pan. For 10 potatoes, boil together for 10 minutes, 1 cup
dark brown sugar, 1/2 cup sugar,
2 cups water, 3 tablespoons margarine or butter, 1/4 teaspoon
cinnamon, 1 teaspoon salt and
1/4 teaspoon pepper. Pour over
the potatoes and bake 30 minutes
in moderate oven.
If the oven is too full, cook
the potatoes on top of stove in
covered pan over low heat.
A jellied salad saves last minute preparation time. Harvest
Salad is easy to make: Dissolve
a package of lemon or orange
gelatin in 1 2/3 cups boiling water or fruit juices. Cool and let
thicken slightly. Stir in 1 cup
chopped cabbage, 1/2 cup cooked green beans, 1 tablespoon
each minced onion, chopped
pickles and olives. Add 1/3 teaspoon salt, 1/4 teaspoon paprika
and 1 tablespoon vinegar or
lemon juice.
The dessert usually vies with
the turkey in lusciousness for
this feast, so try this steamed
IONNI1111111111111 OOOOOO IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII.IIIIIII,.....11111111.1111111VOMM1.1%
i
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Pepsi-Cola Company. Loot Island City, N.Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi-Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Co,
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Cranberry Mold. It is economical
and simple to make. 91-ix together 3 cups flour, 5 teaspoons baking powder, 2/3 cup milk, 1 cup
washed, halved cranberreis, 2
eggs, beaten, 1/2 cup shortening
(melted), 1 teaspoon mace and 1
teaspoon grated lemon rind. Fill
a greased mold 2/3 full. Cover
tightly and steam 3 hours. Serve
hot with cranberry sauce.
• • •
Without 'Turkey
Your Thanksgiving dinner can
be a true holiday meal even
if you don't have turkey. You
can have all the traditional
trimmings with an alternate
meat, a golden citrus salad and
a glossy pumpkin pie with cream
cheese flutings around the top in
place of the old favorite, whipped cream.
There are still enough apples,
dates, figs and raisins and nuts
to fill the fruit bowl for a festive table centerpiece. And sprinkle some cracked nuts nearby.
More citrus fruits are now appearing daily in the markets and
halves of grapefruit make an

crewmen already drifting from their sinking U-boat, a fourth
crewman (circle) treads water as others in the conning tower
launch life-rafts. This is one of the submersibles from a wolf
pack which was sunk by planes from the baby flat top. One of
the Card's three protecting destroyers was sunk in the action.
(AP Wirephotos from U. S. Navy).
attractive opening course. Diced
grapefruit and sliced oranges
with a few raisins or grapes are
also appropriate. Crab, shrimp
and other fish cocktails appeal
to some folk. And you might like
to serve hot cider or steaming
vegetable juices in the living
room for a preliminary.
Good stuffing is a "must" in
most Thanksgiving menus. This
year when having a turkey alternate, put your best stuffing into
a Duck or Chicken or shoulder
of veal. With plenty of brown
gravy, your main dish will go
over with a bang.
Vary the stuffing in flavor and
and texture by including half a
cup of salted peanuts, chopped
prunes or sausage meat to each
four cups of stuffing. Allow
about a cup of stuffing per serving. Bake any extra in a casserole and pass with the "seconds".
Potatoes are now abundant so
have mounds of fluffy mashed
whites or yellow sweets. And
there is a wide assortment of
other vegetables. Carrots (if
sweet potates are not served),

green beans, brussels sprouts,
beets or cauliflower offer a
choice. Vary the colors and textures of the vegetables. Diced carrots or turnips are best when
mashed potatoes or squash are
on the menu. Green beans or
beets put zip into the main
course when mashed rutabagas
are served.
Cranberries, now quite plentiful, are an important item for
the National feast. If you want
to switch from the usual sauce
or jelly, you may serve cranberries in juice, sherbet, salad,
relish or steamed pudding dessert.
A salad course is not really
needed for this meal, especially
if you use some of your best
hme-made preserves and pickles.
Pumpkin or squash pie makes
a grand meal finale. Mince meat
tarts are also tempting. And for
the busy homemaker commercial
ice cream placed in scooped out
bakery cup cakes and topped
with raisins and nuts is fiting.
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1 Old Customers Re-order
Year after Year

Big Corn Yie

2 The Number of New Customers Increases More
and More Each Year
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3 More DeKalb Hybrid
Seed Corn is Grown than
any other one kind
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Cold weather is hard an engines,
cars and tires..,and today, parts
and repairs are costly, difficult
to secure. To give your car every
possible protection, be guided by
the D-X Sign. It will locate for
you a good dealer.
... trained,experienced—with the necessary
equipment and fine products.
You may safely entruat the care
of your car to your neighborhood Diamond D-X dealer! MidContinentPetroleum Corporation.
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.010,
44)8.
sus
COLD WEATHER CHECK-HP
SIRVICESt Drain and refill
Crankcase * Check Transmission and Differential Lubricants * D-X
Guaranteed Lubrication
hp/chassis anti body* Check
Thee, Battery, Cooling System, Spark Plu,gs, Oil Filter
*Repack Front Wheel BearInge* Wash,wan, polish car.

BE A REAL AMERICAN—BUY MORE WAR BONDS
Wittntillr itSSSIM XF.
,
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SAM RATLIFF
PRINCETON, KY

N. C. WHEELER & SON

oil in you
Try

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP
make Yeoxupriodse
ivaeds. stock is needed for grease to
defeat the Axis.
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We remove promptly and free of charge
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Kentucky Rendering Works
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE
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HEAD, "'I
S
COLD
Put
$
v.
-tro-nol up %/kits
ch
nostril. It (1)841 its
swollen membra
(2) soothes
irritation.nes.
Cl) helps clear
d'
logited nose.
diIections :
sa I -in folder.
ilialikolitiot

I,ct

And when doing so, visit our store for Gifts
that will be sure to please everyone!

nitti
IRINES USE ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN—United States Marines fire away at Japanese on an isd near Bougainville after their landing on the Jap-held island Nov. 1. The 40mm anti-aircraft
n was set up on the beach close to the jungle and put into action. (AP Wirephoto from Marine
rps

AMONG THE
COUNTY AGENTS

irview News

ny. Lon tstartd city, N. Y.
-Cola Ilopkin.sville Bottling co,
kin/Title, KY.

It,
I

mers Re -order
r Year
er of New Cuscreases More
Each Year

(By Mrs. John Thompson)
,. J. 0. Oliver is still im'ag to the satisfaction of
many friends.
. and Mrs. Walter Moss
ed her brother and family,
and Mrs. Bonnie Pugh, of
isonville last weekend.
r. and Mrs. Victor Stallins
ed to his farm which he
ght a few weeks ago. Mr.
Mrs. Walter Moss moved to
victor Stallins place, which
• vacated.
r. Fred Pugh called on Mr.
ar Cavanaugh recently.
r. and Mrs. Louis Jenkins
Bethany passed through our
*nity Sunday morning.
Iss Evelyn Oliver called on
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. Pugh Friday evening.
r. and Mrs. John Thompson
son went to Princeton Satay.
r. and Mrs. Luther Hobby, of
ceton, called on Mr. and
J. E. Pugh and looked over
Hobby's old home place
•ay.
L. Moss and W. A. Campspent Sunday with Louard
d.
isses Evelyn and Bessie
'or spent Sunday night with
Glena Boyd.

Corn Yields
espite weather and labor
bles, Daviess county farmers
reporting some unusual corn
Ids. of 105 bushels per acre
rl a 20-acre field. Farmers
!ally are giving credit to hy.1 seed for the heavy yields.

rden Buys Bonds

Clark Bowles and George Barlow of Edmonson county primed
approximately 700 pounds of
leaves from their tobacco.
In Woodford county, 91,125
pounds of food have been preserved in farm freezers and
community storage lockers.
The Homemakers' Garden Club
of Fayette county supplied floral
decorations for the Stopover
Station in Lexington throughout the summer.
An average of 325 quarts of
fruit and vegetables was canned for every rural family in
Letcher county, or a total of
89,282 quarts.
More than 7,000 bushels of
sweet potatoes were placed in
the storage house established by
the Graves County Farm Bureau
Cooperative Association .
Thirty-five thousand pounds of
vetch seed were delivered to
farmers in Boone county for fall
cover crops.
Mrs. H. D. Elmore, a homemaker of Madison county, has
sold 88 handmade purses at
prices ranging from $2 to $3
(above)
13,
June Reardon,
each.
powders her nose before going
Members of 39 4-H clubs in
out to win the Lady Bountiful Warren county own approximatepurse in a war charity program ly $6,400 worth of war bonds
at Rockingham Park, Salem, N. and stamps, all but one club
H. June rode Double B to vict- reporting.
ory in the all girl jockey even.
More than 1,650 acres of hemp
She is an exercise girl at the were planted in Casey county
track. (AP Wirephoto).
last spring, the crop of seed
being better than that of a year
Turnip Tops Pay Well
ago.
Mrs. Annie Welch of Johnson
From an investment of 40
made 50 pounds of cheese
county
HarpR.
E.
seed,
turnip
cents in
month.
one
in
er of Graves county realized
Fifty-one farmers in Clinton
Farm
to
according
more than $7,
county report priming 12,588
Agent W. R. Hoover. Mr. Harp- pounds of tobacco this year.
Many Wolfe ciunty farmers
er planted the seed the first
part of August on rich bottom growing hybrid corn reported
land which had been limed and that it produced from a third to
713 a half more than had their best
selling
fertilized. After
pounds of turnip tops, he had a seed.
full crop of turnips.

I. A. H. Stroud of Be:1 counsold enough plants and vegetcs from her garden to purse $575 in war bonds. This
s in addition to supplying
etables for her own family. Everybody Reads

are

ready to serve you in their same cour-

teous and efficient manner.

ItATLIFF

CHAMPION INSURED FOR $25,000—Billy Grady, 7, admires
T. Royal Rupert 60th, which was crowned grand champion bull
of the National Hereford show in Dallas, Texas. Owned by Ensign Tom Slick of the Essar Ranch near San Antonio, the winner
has a $25,000 insurance policy. (Al' Wircohot)

Home Sewing Pays
'A total income of more than
$2,000 for home sewing was
earned by homemakers in Harlan county during the past year.
Some women made from 300 to
500 garments for their neighbors
and friends, in addition to doing
their own family sewing. A
study of the care of rayon materials to get the most wear,
preshrinking of fabrics before
sewing and dyeing and pressing
of garments to be made over,
were points generally practiced
by these homemakers.

New Orleans (IP)—The Audubon Park zoo is short of
snakes and has invited Orleanans
owning pet pythons, rattlers or
friendly little garden spokes to
turn them in.
George Douglas, zoo superinendent, blames the shortage on
the rapid mortality of snakes in
captivity and the fact that hunters and fishermen are not bringing in the reptiles as they normally do.

4-H'ers Produce Food

WOMAN'S PLACE IS IN THE AIR—Three women test pilots,
who try out new Avenger torpedo bombers and Hellcat fighters
for the Grumman Aircraft Engineering corporation at Bethpage
on Long Island, walk in front of a row of new Hellcats at the
plant. They are left to right, Miss Elizabeth Hooker, Mrs. Teddy
Kenyon and Mrs. Barbara Jayne. (AP Wirephoto).

A summary of 4-H club work
in Calloway county shows that
503 members produced 7,052
pounds of meat, canned 10,000
jars of food, bought $5,667 in
war bonds and stamps and
worked 8,976 hours in labor proices.

Curtail spending.
Put your savings
into war bonds every
payday.

Homemakers "Tour"
Mediterranean Zone
A "Rocking Chair Tour" of
the Mediterranean war zone in
Armed
American
which the
Forces have been active, is acquainting members of Homemakers' Clubs in Kentucky with
those areas. Prepared by Miss
Grace Snodgrass, librarian at the
Agricultural Experiment‘ Station
at Lexington, the study is presented each month by a member
in practically all clubs. Kodak
pictures, letters from sons and
brothers in the Service and
map3 supplement the "Tours,"
to create widespread interest.

CETON, KY

ELER

SO5

ONIA, KY

Try that good gasoline and kerosene from

loy,e
White GAS
17 V2 C
Regular Gas_
........
Ethyl Gas
Kerosene
Good Bulk Oil 50c per gallon

grease io
k is needed for
defeat the Axii
ase to help
charg8.
mptly and free of
y calling.

We have just installed a new battery charger
your batteries in less than an hour.
Try it today for best results ... 75c.

Rendering Works
CETON, KY.
Coiled
or 240-R GREASE
OF WASTE

R. B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.
Princeton, Ky
405 Hopkinsville Street

Invasion Is
Costly !ighting
Your Boy Gives
100 per cent;
How about your
bond buying?

MAKE BIG MONEY
SUPPLYING FARMERS
With Our Special Livestock
Feeds!
Large feed company known
to farmers throughout the
country has vacancies for 5
men to act as Local Dealers.
Exceptional opportunity to
render a vital aid to the war
effort. Need for our products
increasing. You'll find our
service and sales work highly
interesting. Good paying arrangement. Farm or sales experience helpful. Car necessary. Do not answer if you
are already engaged to fullest extent of ability in war
work. Address: Manager, Box
529, %Leader.
Name
Address

indeed are we for your continued confidence and good will, as has been expressed by
in
a steadily growing patronage of our store through the 24 years we have been
Princeton.
While merchandise is limited in some lines due to war needs and shortages, we
and for this we are also
are still able to serve you with many needed articles
-

Page Ten
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Governor Gives
Money To Murray
And Park At Gap

Slain

Moose Dwarfs Hunter

(By Associated Press)
Frankfort—Gov. Keen Johnson
has transferred money from his
emergency fund to enable Murray State Teachers College to
add 94 acres to its experimental
farm, and to enable the State to
purchase 2,500 acres of Kentucky
land for the proposed Cumberland Gap National Historical
Park, lying in Kentucky, Virginia
and Tennessee.
The Murray farm order said
the college now has 134 acres
used for its experimental farm
and that it is desirable to add
to that ninety-four acres hitherto rented from Mrs. Winona
Stevens Jones. She has agreed
to sell the tract for $11,500—the
sum the Chief Executive transMrs. Wilma Russell, 28 (above)
ferred from his emergency funds Harrisonville, Mo., farm wife,
to pay her. The order said the was found slain in a culvert near
money would be restored to the her home. County Prosecutor
State Treasury by or before next George Chamberlain said Donald
June from Murray's revolving Ervin, 14, had confessed the
fund.
slaying, saying he feared she
In the park order, Johnson would tell on him for playing
stated the 1942 General Assem- with a forbidden gun. (AP Wirebly appropriated $75,000 for each photo).
of the two fiscal years of 194243 and 1943-44 for purchase of Tailormade Russian Aid
land. The sum appropriated for
Philadelphia, Pa. (JP)—Tailors,
the first year had to be returned
cleaners,
and dyers have joined
to the State's general fund because it was not spent in the the campaign for used clothing
year fixed by the Legislature.
for Russia by agreeing to turn
The other $75,000 still is avail- in all garments unclaimed after
able, he added, and his order totwo years. Twenty-five tailors
day transferred $75,000 from the
emergency fund to make up for have formed a "patch-up squad"
the first fiscal year appropria- and will repair damaged clothtion.
ing free.

at KEACH'S
in Hopkinsville

FOR THE BABY OF THE HOUSE
Carriages
Strollers
Cribs
Hi Chairs
Nursery Seats
Toys

Baby Swings
Shawls
Blankets
Satin Comforters
Diapers
Nursery Baskets
If It's Something For the Baby . .. We Have It!

BABY SHOP

Tommy Stephens, U. S. Army
Air Corps, stationed at Miami
Beach, Fla., visited friends here
last Thursday and Friday. He is
a former teacher and coach _at
Butler High.
* * *
Pvt. L. D. Pickens, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dow Pickens, Good
Ct., has been assigned to the
Technical School, Army Air
Forces Training Command, Sioux
Falls, S. D., for training as a
radio
operator-mechanic. Before his induction into the Army
in July, Pvt. Pickens was a serviceman-lineman for the K. U.
Co. here. He was a star football player at Butler High and
played baseball with the Princeton Regulars. He was transferred
to Sioux Falls from Keesler
Field, Miss.
* * *
Pvt. John L. Denton, husband
of Mrs. Lorraine Denton, Princeton, has been transferred from
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind. to
FARTC, Fort Sill, Oklahoma.
yr

*

SUPT.. THANKS RETONGA
FOR HIS PROMPT RELIEF
Distress From Indigestion
And Sluggish Elimination
Had Kept Him Feeling
Badly For a Year Or More,
Says Mr. Spivey. Tells Of
His Case.

*

"Retonga relieved me after
the many other methods I tried
had failed. I began to enjoy
hearty meals without a thought
of distress. The nervous, rundown feeling and sluggish elimination were relieved too, and
I feel splendid. Retonga is the
most remarkable medicine in
my experience."
Retonga is a purely herbal
gastric tonic combined with liberal quantities of Vitamin B-1.
Accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawson's
Drug Store.
(adv)

ONLY 25
More Shopping Days
Until Christmas

"WHAT SHALL I GIVE HER TO MAKE THIS
CHRISTMAS A HAPPY ONE?"

The Pharisee stood and
prayed thus with himself, God, I thank thee
that I am not as other
men are, extortioners,
unjust, adulterers, or
even as a publican.
And the publican smote
upon his breast, saying,
God be merciful to me
a sinner.

wiearson
... offers

you the latest in lovely merchandise . . .
designed to appeal to the most exacting feminine taste.
for your convenience

Open Mondays Until Nine O'Clock
Beginning November 29

PURI ISIWO T11111 1 TOF COI R IFSY 01

f3rohm' _funeral ji)oine
DIRECTO
IJI

O,'

PRINCFION. K1

mailed free on request
2

.. . we invite you to consult with our
efficient personnel.
Exclusively yours,

DEALERS

PHONES mot OR 4i-

Ileautlful A
losimave..

LINE

AT THIS TIME

r,c)
o
skte

wicarson
(Incorporated)

HOPKINSVILLE

one
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prize in this year's K
Club Farm and Horn
• Nement contest, in whic
•ton's two banks annual]
rate, will be awarded
and Mrs. Chester K. Mc
• of the White communit
second prize will go to M
Mrs. Homer Mitchell, Ot
Pond neighborhood, it wa
ced this week by th.
• is committee in charge.
prizes, a $50 War Bon
the winners and a $25 Wa
for the runners-up, wii
presented at the Kiwani•
.'s annual dinner for farme
,., scheduled for Thursday
.t, Dec. 16, at which Dean
P. Cooper, of the College
Agriculture, University of
be
tacky, will
principal
.er.
. Roy Proctor, Farm Manerit Department, College of
• lture, and Miss Eleanor
• ' ghill, Trigg county home
tration agent, served as
... In addition to the War
prizes, certificates also
be awarded the winners.
year's Farm and Home
.vement winners were Sefrom a number of ex..t entries, the Kiwanis Club
.•ttee reports, entries hav, -n scored upon (1) Efficibrm management; (2) Soil
. ation; (3) Diversification;
Home Management and im.. ent, and (5) Live-atprogram.
addition to the Farm and
contest winners, 4-H Club
hture Farmer members,
in agriculture and hone
who will
receive
as recognition of outwork for the year are:
• School, FFA, Boyce Will;Home Economics, Ernes- ,
Rogers; Fredona School,
Elwood Dorroh; Home Eco- Mary Elizabeth Spangler;
High School, FFA, Clin- .; Home Economics, Anerine Pruitt; 4-H Club
William Martin; 4-H Club
Evalyn Crawford.

la. 25 Popped Wheat
letic Officials
Th.19c Pumpk n
4.
et Here Friday
35c Starch
2
est Kentucky Conrence Annual BusiDainty
Pancake Flour 20')::.
p 17' Cleanser (Zasep.u::, 2 15( ss Session Scheduled
-)flai
Toilet Soap
Hot Muffin Mix
23c Potatoes
Fig
1b.32c
Holsum Citrus
2 lb. jar
(No points required)

,

Sweetheart

soap

Duff's

Fancy Cooking

extra fine quality, bag 100
lbs. when packed . . $2.95
(No points required, will keep sometime.
Buy a bag and enjoy them in many ways.)

PRODUCE AND VEGETABLES

California Emperor
GRAPES

Red Ripe
CRANBERRIES
FRESH COCOANUTS
full of milk
Crisp Michigan
CELERY

1h. 15
ih. 28
each 29(
stalk 100

IZI

11

a

ioc size
pkgs.19(
(requires no cooking)

a skin charm

s

LK
Al
GE

Fss
aultle

SWIFT'S JEWEL OIL delicious for
salads and all fine cooking, pt. bottle L7V„

Pkg.

Jul
solt

rst

FOR MILITARY OR CIVILIAN WEAR

Mr. M. W. Spivey

AMR,1 AWE SERVICE

FRONT

Parkway

Consult a specialist before making that
momentous decision:

*

ON

Cakes
Cookies
Marmalade

bol
d

Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Mitchell Are Runnersup; Awards To Be
Made Dec. 16

'NO\

Sgt. Charles T. Taylor, son of
* * * * * * * * * *
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Taylor, Daw* *
FOR SALE: Electric refrigerator.
Dan Souzzi of Cheektowaga,
son Road has been presented the
Call at 318 Cadiz Street after
Good Conduct Medal at the In- N. Y., grins at the good luck
6 p.m.
It
fantry School, Fort Benning, Ga. which brought this big moose
Sgt. Taylor has been a member within his gun sights during the FOR SALE or TRADE: Shot
gun with shells, pistols, new
of the 1st Training Regiment last hour of a 22-day trip near
Foleyet, Ont. (AP Wirephoto).
since Dec. 13, 1941.
wrist watch and clocks. 0. E.
* * *
Allen, 800 N. Jefferson. Tel.
165-W.
Card of Thanks
Roy Rowland, Jr., U.S.N., has
2tp
OR
returned to Great Lakes, Ill, afFrom the depths of our sad- FOR SALE: Fryers; also nice
ter a leave with his parents, Mr. dened hearts, we are grateful to
young mule colt. Mrs. Laban
PRODUCTION
and Mrs. Roy Rowland and those who extended sympathy
Kevil, Phone 38.
3t
other relatives.
to us by word or deed, in our
* * *
recent great bereavement, the FOR SALE: New slightly damLINE
Capt. Ralph L. Cash, U. S. passing of our loved one, Eugene
aged furniture; drop leaf table,
Army Medical Corps, has writ- Young. We are especially apprefour poster bed, chairs and
ten his parents, Dr. and Mrs. W. ciative of the kind ministrations
various other articles. Phone
L. Cash, that he has been as- of the Masons and Elks and for
22.
2t
signed to a general hospital in the tender message of consolaFOR
SALE: Old newspapers
the South Pacific area. He says tion brought in the memorial
Leader Office.
the hospital reminds him
of music.
Charity Hospital, New Orleans,
Mrs. Eugene Young
FOR SALE: 1936 Pick-up truck,
SHOES
where he took his interneship
and Family.
good condition. Also Model B
and adds "the patients really
Ford '32 Pick-up. Used rebuilt
have all the modern conveniences
motors for sale. Claude P'Pool,
here to help them recover." His Nazis Leave
Phone 451-J.
ltf
wife and two-year-old daughter, Tragic Present
Betty Lou, are spending the
20 Different Styles All One Price $3.95
London (JP)—German bombers WANTED: Four or five room
house or private apartment by
winter in California with Mrs. raided an East
Anglian village
Cash's sister. Capt. Cash sailed
local family. Phone 50.
and left a tragic present at the
for overseas service in January, birthday
party of 4-year-old John BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds,
1942.
bloodWhiting.
tested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
• • •
When the siren sounded, John
shipments Mondays or Thurs"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray
Billy Lowry, U. S. N., Great
days. White for prices. Hoosier.
and his fourteen guests left the
Lakes, Ill., is on leave, visit716
West
Jefferson. Louisville.
tea table, with its birthday cake
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and four pink candles, for the
S. J. Lowery.
homemade shelter in the garden.
Shortly after a direct hit deArmy Dog In Doghouse
stroyed the shelter, killing John,
Coffeyville, Kans. (/P)—Duke, his sister, Betty, 5, his grandthe big, good natured mascot mother, both his grandfathers,
at Coffeyville army air field, is and two cousins, 5 and 6.
American soldiers, passing in
of the year, one's mind naturally turns to food. Let
in the dog house. He spoiled a
the Red Front Stores satisfy
record. During October not a jeeps when the bomb fell, dug
that longing for something good to eat. More for
your
money all the time.
into
the
debris
with
bare
hands
man at the post had gone A.W.
0.L., had been courtmartialed or and saved John's father, mother,
had been set to the guard house. and two sisters, all critically inChunky Chocolate
Giant
Oa
Lt. Harold G. Beckley, prison jured but alive.
Chew
officer, was feeling proud. Then brought in on a charge of killlg. 8 oz. pkg 4
on the last day Duke was ing a chicken.
Orange Creme
nothing better for pies 1 CA
Sandwich
lg. No. 2 1/2 can
i
I
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RS AND FURNITURE

PARKWAY

CLASSIFIED ADS

vett

I'
ti 110I

, K. McNeelys Ar
inners Of 1943
iwanis Contest

PLEASE SEND THE NAME and
address of your men in the
service to Keach Furniture Co.,
Hopkinsville, Ky. They will
receive a letter containing local
news.
3t

"%WSW'S

FUNFRAI

Jackson, Mss. (Ill—The state
tax commission, ordering several
million new plastic tax tokens
to increase a dwindling supply
used in the collection of the
sales tax, also started a hunt for
millions of missing tokens.
Officials said there should be
plenty. The state had bought
73,730,000 of the one-mill ones

44 per person in %olio .
Ow
One of the
biggest 1,.:,es
circulation Occurred
after plastic tokens immedis
were j•
duced. The
reason: they.
camu popular as
poker chip'.
Mrs. Bedford
little son, Don, McChesney iind
are the guegi
of friends and
phis this week.relatives in M.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

DOWN STAIRS

KEACH FURNITURE CO.

One of the outstanding features
of Retonga is the large number of well known men and
women who gratefully praise this
noted herbal stomachic and Vitamin B-1 medicine years after
first trying it. For instance, Mr.
M. W. Spivey, Superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds at Greensboro Woman's College who resides at 1502 Grove St., Greensboro, N. C., happily states:
"I first tried Retonga two or
three years ago after distress
from indigestion and sluggish
elimination had kept me feeling
badly for a year or more. I had
to be very careful about my
diet, but even_ than so much
gas formed in my stomach after
meals that I often felt (miserably
distressed and nervotis. I was
forced to take strong laxatives,
and at times I seemed to have
only a fraction of my normal
strength left.

(Continued from Page One)
thankful that the most dogged
sort of persistence by the Allied
navies has reduced almost to
nothing the loss of our merchant
shipping in the Atlantic. In 1942
Thanksgiving week 11 Allied
ships were sunk by Axis submarines, the greatest loss in a
week for three months past. At
least 150 crewmen were dead
or missing from that week's
sinkings. Early this month Prime
Minister Churchill and President Roosevelt disclosed that 60
submarines had been destroyed
in August, September and October—"More U-boats than allied
merchant ships."
And America can be thankful
that her forces are on the march
or steaming in battle order everywhei e—more and more from a
scant 1,750,000 officers and men
Thanksgiving Day, 1941, to more
than 7,000,000.

14E P

and 14,815,000 of
mill denomination those of fi

Mississippi Raises
Tax Token Ante

Embattled U. S.

Red California
TOMATOES

.15(

HEAD LETTUCE

nice heads 1k

Fancy Nancy Halls
SWEET POTATOES

i7 1 0

•ither Returns
Washington

lb.

Fresh and Tender
GREEN BEANS

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Sweet
Florida Oranges, Heavy Grapefruit, Grimes
Golden, Delicious or Winesap
Apples, large Georgia Pecans, Fresh Cucumbers.
Cauliflower,• Bell Peppers, Broccoli
, Parsnips, Beets, Carrots, etc. More for your
money all the time.
ALL RED FRONT STORES
WILL BE OPEN WEDNESDAY
CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY

•

Is, coaches and school
tatives of the 16 memcomprising the West KenAthletic Conference will
their annual business meetButler High School FriDec. 3, starting at 10 o'it was announced Moo1Y J. 0. Lewis, superin,t of the Fulton High
secretary.
conference officials will
this year's football title
.phy to Hopkinsville High's
discuss plans and schedr the 1944 football season,
basketball schedules and
other important busithe group.
also announced that a
-,ce basketball clinic for
• referees and coaches
held here Wednesday,

NIGHT

RED FRONT
CASH •V CARRY STORES

AND

Gant Gaither has returned
from Washingt
on and New
where he has been collawith •the War Productard in certain
chemical
•s for the
War DepartWhile in New York, Dr.
visited his son, Pfc. Gant
, member of the
U. S.
or
(Hopkinsville New -

Clothes Drive
ued To Dec. 11

Nation of
for relief the old clothes
of
d countries people of
of Europe
rnber 11, was announce
d
'ay by Thomas McCon'Linty salvage
chairman.
are asked
to take doto their
schools.

•

